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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

On the Integrated Production, Inventory and Distribution Routing Problem 

By Shuguang Liu 

Dissertation Director: Professor Lei Lei 

 

The integrated production, inventory and distribution routing problem (PIDRP) is concerned with 

coordinating the production, inventory and delivery operations to meet customer demand with an objective 

to minimize the cost. The particular PIDRP that we consider in this study also involves heterogeneous 

transporters with non-instantaneous traveling times and many customer demand centers each with its own 

inventory capacities. Optimally solving such an integrated problem is in general not easy due to its 

combinatorial nature, especially when transporter routing is involved.   

 

In this dissertation, we investigate a two-phase methodology to effectively solve this problem. Phase I 

solves a mixed integer programming model which includes all the constraints in the original model except 

the transporter routings are restricted to direct shipment between facilities and customer demand centers. 

The resulting optimal solution to the Phase I problem is always feasible to the original model. Phase II 

solves an associated consolidation problem to handle the potential inefficiency of direct shipment. The 

delivery consolidation problem is formulated as a capacitated transportation problem with additional 

constraints and is solved by an efficient heuristic routing algorithm. The main advantage of this proposed 
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methodology, over the classical decoupled approach, is its ability to simultaneously optimize the 

production, inventory and transportation operations (subject to restricted routing/direct shipments) without 

the needs for aggregating the demand and relaxing the constraints on transportation capacities. We evaluate 

the performance of this proposed two-phase methodology and report its application to a real-life supply 

network which motivated this research. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

As more and more companies become aware of their supply chain performance and the importance of their 

performance improvement, coordination and integration of the production (supply), inventory, and 

distribution (demand) operations have been known as the next source of competitive advantage (see 

Thomas and Griffin 1996 [47], Fumero and Vercellis 1999 [30], Brown et al. 2001 [15], Lee and Whang 

2001 [36], Gupta et al. 2002 [34], and Bloomquist et al. 2002 [12]).  This issue becomes especially critical 

after companies merge as it inevitably introduces redundancies (in terms of low capacity utilization) and 

inefficiencies (in terms of high distribution cost) into the combined supply/distribution network.  A 

representative example of this is the recent merge of Nabisco and Kraft Food Inc., a tasty combination 

blending Kraft’s cheese, dressings, and beverages with Nabisco’s cookies and crackers.  Merging the two 

giant food chains has been a huge undertaking for the new supply chain network in order to ensure a high 

level efficiency of consolidated distribution (Harps, 2003 [35]). 
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1.1 Motivation 

This research was motivated by the after-merge demand-supply coordination problem encountered in the 

practice of a leading chemical company in North America.  After acquiring a large manufacturing facility 

from one of the competitors, the company experienced inefficiencies in the after-merge operation.  First, 

there was no guideline as how much should be produced at which facility since the production costs, 

material cost, supply contract, logistics partner contract, production cost and inventory capacities are all 

different at different facilities.  Second, there were a large number of customer DCs to be supplied.  

Different DCs have different inventory capacities, different geographical locations, different demand 

patterns and consequently different safety stock requirements over a year.  It is unclear which DC should be 

supplied by which facility or which group of facilities, and how much ending-inventory for a particular 

month at a particular DC makes sense.  Third, most distributions are based on water transportation via 

heterogeneous vessels owned by individual facilities.  These vessels are different in terms of their capacity, 

operation cost, travel speed, loading/unloading time, and ability to access particular DCs in different 

seasons (as the chemical may freeze if the vessel is not equipped with adequate heaters).  Since the vessel 

costs are usually very high (at $350-$500/hour), any inefficiency in solving this integrated 

planning/scheduling problem can easily cost the company millions of additional dollars. 

 

Such integrated planning/scheduling problems are very common to other industry as well.  Ballou (1992) 

[5] stated that “ the integration of inventory control and physical distribution brings much closer ties to the 

production and distribution functions in many firms, such that in the future we may see production and 

logistics merging much closer in concept and practice”.  Production and distribution functions can be 

completely decoupled if there is a sufficiently large inventory between them, however, the trend towards 

JIT manufacture and Lean Production and hence reduced inventory levels will cause the two functions to 

have a closer interaction.  As companies require less and less inventory levels, models for the integrated 

production and distribution problem will become more and more important.  
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Most of the models presented so far have treated subsystems of production and distribution network 

separately, or attempted to coordinate only parts of the whole network.  Separately, there are many earlier 

works on capacitated lot sizing to minimize multi-period production and inventory cost (see Wagner and 

Whitin 1958 [48], Barany, Van Roy and Wolsey 1984 [6], and Leung, Magnanti and Vachani 1989 [37]).  

And, there are also extensive earlier works on vehicle routing to meet customer demand (see Bell, et al. 

1983 [9], Federgruen and Zipkin 1984 [29], Dror and Ball 1987 [25], and Chien et al. 1989 [19]).  

 

Starting from Clark and Scarf (1960) [21], many researchers have considered multi-echelon Distribution-

Inventory Problem.  This problem considers a central plant (warehouse) that allocates a product (or 

products) to a number of customers with the objective of minimizing overall total costs including holding 

cost and transportation cost (Anily and Federgruen 1990 [3], Burns et al. 1985 [16], and Federgruen and 

Zipkin 1984 [29]).  The decision variables of interest in the problem are shipment sizes and delivery routes.  

 

If we add a central inventory to the plant, then we get the Inventory-Distribution-Inventory Problem.  In 

addition to the inventory levels at local customers, we now have to consider product ordering cost and 

central inventory level at the plant (Chandra 1993 [17], and Ernst and Pyke 1993 [27]).  This problem 

studies the effect of coordination between plant’s ordering policy and its distribution schedules. 

 

If the product in the Inventory-Distribution-Inventory Problem above is not ordered but produced by the 

plant, then we have a Production-Inventory-Distribution-Inventory Problem.  Only recently, models that 

integrate production scheduling and inventory routing have appeared in the literature.  One of the few 

models is developed by Chandra and Fisher (1994) [18], which consider a two-level system with one 

manufacturing plant which has finished goods stockpiles in the first echelon, and several customers in the 

second echelon.  See section 2.3 for a detailed review of these models for the Production-Inventory-

Distribution-Inventory Problem. 

 

These problems are all “hard” to solve.  Often the magnitude of these problems and the complexity of real-

life processes prohibit us to solve these problems exactly.   
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For a general and in-depth description of the field of integrated production and distribution in SCM see 

Bhatnangar et al. (1993) [11], Thomas and Griffin (1996) [47], Vidal and Goetschalckx (1997) [49], Baita 

et al. 1998 [4], and Erengüç et al. 1999 [26]. 

1.2 PIDRP problem 

In this research, we are interested in the following integrated Production, Inventory and Distribution 

Routing Problem (PIDRP).  We are given a single product and a set of plants, each has its own production 

capacity, inventory capacity, raw material supply contract, inventory holding cost, and production cost.  

Associated with each plant is a heterogeneous fleet of transporters, each has its own operation cost, 

required loading/unloading time, loading capacity, available time, and traveling speed.  We are also given a 

set of customer demand centers (DCs) located over a wide geographical region, each has its own demand 

per time period in the planning horizon, its own inventory capacity, holding cost, and safety stock 

requirement.  The problem is to determine the operation schedules to coordinate the production, inventory, 

and transportation routing operations so that the customer demand, transporter travel time and capacity 

constraints, plant production and inventory constraints are all satisfied, while the resulting operation cost 

(i.e., the sum of production, inventory and transportation cost) over a given planning horizon is minimized.   

 

In the literature, there are many known results available for optimizing the integration of part of the PIDRP.  

Some of these results address supply-production coordination (e.g. Goyal 1988 [33]).  Many results focus 

on production-distribution coordination (e.g. Williams 1981 [51], Cohen and Lee 1988 [22], 1989 [23], and 

Chandra and Fisher 1994 [18]), and a large number of researches are devoted to inventory-distribution 

coordination (e.g. Dror and Ball 1987 [25], and Chandra 1993 [17]). 

 

Many models have been proposed for production, inventory and distribution problems.  Reviews on these 

related works can be found in Bhatnangar et al. (1993), Thomas and Griffin (1996), Vidal and 
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Goetschalckx (1997), Baita and Ukovich (1998), and Erengüç et al. (1999).  However, Most of these 

integrated production-distribution models consider transportation element as a fixed cost, and no routing or 

other transportation capacity issues are involved.  In other words, these models consider only the demand 

allocation element in distribution, and make decision only on how much product transported from 

production plant to customers.  There is no decision on how the transportation function is carried out.  Most 

of these models with few exceptions do not consider how these quantities transferred by the transporters 

with their capacity, speed, and availability (constrained time to operate).  

 

N/A

Direct Shipping

Van Buer et al.
(1999)

Routing

Single Period

Özdamar et al.
(1999)

Direct Shipping

Chandra et al.
(1994)
Fumero et al.
(1999)

Routing

Multiple Period

Single Production
Facility

Blumenfeld et al.
(1985)

Benjamin
(1989)

Direct Shipping

N/A

Routing

Single Period

Bloomquist et al.
(2002)

Direct Shipping

N/A

Routing

Multiple Period

Multiple Production
Facility

Production, Inventory and Distribution

Figure 1.1: Classification of literature on PIDRP 

 

In many of these production-distribution models, the transportation cost per trip is simplified to be 

proportional to the amount of product shipped, instead of a fixed quantity shipped.  Thus the optimal 

solution is to ship every item direct from the plants to destination DCs as soon as it has been produced.  

There is no incentive whatsoever to consolidate loads either temporally or spatially (Daganzo 1991 [24]).  

This simplification in most of the case will lead to infeasibility in implementation of transporter schedules. 
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For example, the assigned quantity may exceed the fleet capacity, or there is no enough time to make 

designated delivery.  The rising of this situation is due to the indivisibility of the transporter.   

 

There are only very few papers, to our knowledge, that try to accommodate explicitly transportation 

capacity requirement in the production-distribution model, and at the same time consider the trip 

indivisibility (see 2.3 for detail).  Figure 1.3 presents a block representation of the classification for 

production and distribution models that explicitly consider transportation. 

1.3 Summary of this research 

In this research, we propose and evaluate a two-phase methodology for solving the integrated production, 

inventory and distribution/routing problem involving heterogeneous transporters with non-instantaneous 

traveling times.  Phase I solves a mixed integer programming problem subject to all the constraints in the 

original problem except that the transporter routings are restricted to direct shipment between facilities and 

customer demand centers.  The resulting optimal solution to the Phase I problem offers a quick feasible 

solution to the original model, and has usually a reasonable quality, especially when individual customer’s 

demand exceeds transporter capacity (in which case the direct shipment is needed anyway).  The potential 

inefficiency exists when consolidated routings reduce the operation cost.  For this reason, in Phase II, we 

heuristically solve an associated consolidation problem to the potential inefficiency of direct shipment.  The 

main advantage of this proposed approach, over the classical decoupled approach, is its ability to 

simultaneously optimize the production, inventory and transportation operations (while subject to restricted 

routing/direct shipments) quickly without the needs for aggregating the demand of customer demand 

centers and the needs for relaxing the constraints on transportation capacities for its Phase I solution.  This 

advantage allows us to have a Phase I solution closer to the optimal solution than that by the classical 

decoupled approach.  We evaluate the performance of this proposed two-phase approach and report its 

application to the real-life supply networked which motivated this research. 
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This thesis is organized as follow.  In chapter 2, a general model for the integrated production, inventory, 

and distribution routing problem is introduced, and the proposed two-phase methodology for solving 

PIDRP is outlined.  Chapter 3 and 4 analyze the proposed methodology.  In chapter 3 we formulate the 

phase I problem to explicitly include the period demand from each DC and the heterogeneity of 

transporters into the production and inventory optimization assuming direct shipment between plants and 

DCs.  In chapter 4, we propose a heuristic search algorithm, the LC algorithm, to address the potential 

inefficiency of direct shipment.  Chapter 5 presents our performance evaluation for the two-phase 

approach.  Chapter 6 reports the application of this approach to a real-life supply network with additional 

practical constraints.  Finally, we conclude the study and discuss future research directions in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 A mathematical model for PIDRP 

2.1 PIDRP problem description 

The production, inventory and distribution routing system considered in this research consists of multiple 

production plants producing a single product.  Each plant has limited production capacity and its own fleet 

for transportation.  The manufactured product has to be delivered to customers to ensure fulfillment of the 

demand, which is considered deterministically known over a planning horizon.  Delivery takes place by 

means of fleets of heterogeneous transporters with different capacity, speed and availability.  

Transportation costs of these fleets are proportional to the traveling time instead of the shipped quantity.  

There is no fixed cost associated with transporter usage.  We assume that each transporter can make 

multiple trips (a trip is defined as a sequence of customer locations a transporter visits starting from a plant 

and ending at the same plant) during each time period as long as it can return to the base plant at the end of 

the same period.  Different transporters (from a same plant or different plants) can deliver to the same 

customer in the same period.  Whenever there is a shortage in transportation capacity, chartered 

transporters are available but at a different cost.  For simplification, this cost is modeled as proportional to 

the quantity chartered instead of time traveled.  Customers may keep inventory, so that demand may be 

satisfied in advance.  It is also allowed to carry excess production at the plants, building up inventory at 

plants.  Our aim is to develop a joint operations plan, which minimizes production, inventory, and 

transportation cost, while fulfilling demand requirement.  We intend to answer follow questions: (i) how 
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logistics aspects can be included in the integrated analysis, (ii) what competitive advantages, if any, can be 

obtained from the integration of the distribution function to other production functions within a company 

and among different companies, (iii) what are the production plan, and distribution routing schedules, and 

(iv) what insights about the relationship between plants and customer DCs, if any, can be gained. 

 

To give a formal presentation of the Integrated Production, Inventory and Distribution Routing Problem 

(PIDRP), we consider a supply chain environment with the following assumptions 

− Single product 

− Multiple plants 

− Multiple time periods within a planning horizon 

− A heterogeneous fleet of transporter at each plant 

− Each transporter can visit more than one customer during a trip, and can make multiple trips 

within one period if possible 

− Each transporter returns to its base plant at the end of each period 

− In the case that there is a capacity shortage in transporting the product, chartered transporters can 

be utilized 

 

Essentially, the PIDRP is an integrated production and inventory planning problem coupled with a 

heterogeneous transporter routing issue. 

2.2 The PIDRP model: P 

The PIDRP problem described has a component of distribution routing, which is one of the classical areas 

of study in operations research.  Vehicle routing problem (VRP) and its related problems have been studied 

extensively (see the review by Golden and Assad 1988 [31]). 
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In the literature both standard subtour formulation (Golden and Assad 1988 [31]) and multi-commodity 

flow formulation (Magnanti 1981 [39]) may be used to model the distribution routing.  It is easier to derive 

lower bound using the subtour formulation, however, this formulation has in general more constraints 

(subtour elimination constraints) than the multi-commodity flow formulation.  In later sections the PIDRP 

model will be solved using commercial solver CPLEX, which requires substantial computing time.  To ease 

the computation effort we need a mixed-integer programming model with fewer constraints.  Therefore we 

decided to resort to a multi-commodity flow formulation (a PIDRP model utilizing the subtour formulation 

is also presented in Appendix A).  

 

The other components of the PIDRP, such as production at different plants, central inventory at plants, 

local inventory at DCs, and traveling time limitation, are incorporated into the base formulation of 

distribution routing. 

 

Parameters of the model are defined in table 2.1, and variables are defined in table 2.2 as follow. 
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Table 2.1: Parameter definitions for the PIDRP model 

Symbol Definition 

I  Set of plants 
J  Set of customers 
K  I union J  
T  Set of time period 

)(iV  Set of transporters at plant i  
)(vN  Maximum number of trips by transporter v  during each period 
)(tai  Production cost at plant i  during time t  
)(thi  Holding cost at plant i  during time t  
)(tjη

 Holding cost at DC j  during time t  

vc  Variable shipping cost for transporter v  (per hour) 
c

jic ,  
Variable shipping cost per unit load for chartered transportation 
services from location i  to location j  

vC  Shipping capacity for transporter v  
)(tTv  Available shipping hours for transporter v  during period t  

v
kjt ,  

Traveling time to location k  from location j  by transporter v  
(include loading time if location j  is a plant, unloading time if 
location k  is a customer site) 

)(td j  Demand at customer j  in time period t  
max
ip  Maximum production capacity of plant i  

minmax , ii ss  
Maximum ending inventory and safety stock (i.e., the minimum 
inventory) requirement, respectively, at plant i  

minmax , jj zz
 

Maximum ending inventory and safety stock (i.e., the minimum 
inventory) requirement, respectively, at DC j  
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Table 2.2: Variable definitions for the PIDRP model 

Symbol Definition 

)(tpi  Production quantity at plant i  during time t  

)(tsi  Inventory at plant i  during time t  

)(tz j  Inventory at customer j  during time t   

)(,
,, tx nv
kji  

Equal to 1, if transporter v  of plant i  visits DC k  immediately 
after visiting DC j  during its nth trip in time period t , 

),(, iVvi ∈Ι∈∀ TtJikjvNn ∈∪∈≠∈ ,}{),( , I kI if j ∉∈ ,   

)(,
,, tg nv
kji  

Quantity carried by transporter v  of plant i  traveling from DC 
j  to DC k  during its nth trip in time period t , 

),(),(, vNniVvi ∈∈Ι∈∀ TtJikj ∈∪∈≠ ,}{ , I kI if j ∉∈ ,  

)(,
, tq nv
ji  

Quantity delivered by transporter ),(, iVvv ∈  to DC j  from 
plant i  during its nth trip in period t  

)(, tQ ji  Quantity delivered to customer j  from plant i  by chartered 
transporters in period t  
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The integrated production, inventory and distribution routing problem (PIDRP) can then be formulated as 

follows (called problem P) 

 

Min  
∑∑∑∑∑∑

∑∑∑∑∑∑∑ ∑

∈ ∈∈ ∈∈ ∈

∈ ∈ ∈∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ≠∈

+++

++

Tt Jj
jj

Tt Ii
iii

Tt Ii
ii

Tt Ii Jj
ji

c
ji

Tt Ii iVv Nn kjKkj

nv
kji

v
kjv

tzttstpthtpta

tQctxtc

)()())(2/)()(()()(

)()( ,,
)( ,,

,
,,,

η
  (2.1) 

 

s.t.  

 

Plant inventory balance constraints 

TtitQtqtptsts
Jj

ji
Jj iVv vNn

nv
jiiii ∈Ι∈∀−+−= ∑∑∑ ∑

∈∈ ∈ ∈

,   )(-)()()1()( ,
)( )(

,
,   (2.2) 

 

Customer inventory balance constraints 

TtJjtDQtqtztz j
Ii

ji
Ii iVv vNn

nv
jijj ∈∈∀−++−= ∑∑∑ ∑

∈∈ ∈ ∈

,   )((t))()1()( ,
)( )(

,
,   (2.3) 

 

Storage capacity and safety stock requirement constraints 

Ttistss iii ∈Ι∈∀≤≤ ,   ,)( maxmin       (2.4) 
TtJjztzz jjj ∈∈∀≤≤ ,   ,)( maxmin       (2.5) 

 

Production capacity constraints 

Ttiptp ii ∈Ι∈∀≤≤ ,   ,)(0 max       (2.6) 
 

Trip integrity constraints 

TtJikvNniVvitxtx
kj

Jij

nv
jki

kj
Jij

nv
kji ∈∪∈∈∈Ι∈∀= ∑∑

≠
∪∈

≠
∪∈

,}{),(),(, ),()(
}{

,
,,

}{

,
,,   (2.7) 

TtvNniVvitx
Jj

nv
jii ∈∈∈Ι∈∀≤∑

∈

),(),(,   1)(,
,,     (2.8) 

 

Transporter capacity constraints 

TtvNniVvJikjΙi   txCtg nv
kjiv

nv
kji ∈∈∈∪∈≠∈∀≤ ),(),(,}{,)()( ,

,,
,

,,   (2.9) 
 

Commodity flow conservation constraints 
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T,tvNnJ,kiVΙ,vi  tqtgtg nv
ki

kl
Jil

nv
lki

kj
Jij

nv
kji ∈∈∈∈∈∀=− ∑∑

≠
∪∈

≠
∪∈

)(,)()()()( ,
,

}{

,
,,

}{

,
,,   (2.10a) 

T,tvNniVΙ,vi  tqtgtg
Jj

nv
ji

Jl

nv
lii

Jj

nv
iji ∈∈∈∈∀−=− ∑∑∑

∈∈∈

)(),()()()( ,
,

,
,,

,
,,   (2.10b) 

 

Transportation duration constraints 

TtiVvIitTtxt v
vNn Jij Jik

nv
kji

v
kj ∈∈∈∀≤∑ ∑ ∑

∈ ∪∈ ∪∈

),(,    )()(
)( }{ }{

.
,,,     (2.11) 

 

Non-negative and integer requirement 

TtvNniVJ,vikI, ji t, gtq v,n
j,ki

v,n
j,k ∈∈∈∪∈≠∈∀≥≥ ),(),(}{,0)(0)( ,   (2.12a) 

TtJI, ji      tQ ji ∈∈∈∀≥ ,0)(,       (2.12b) 

TtvNniVJ,vikI, jibinary  tx v,n
j,ki ∈∈∈∪∈≠∈∀= ),(),(}{)(,    (2.12c) 

 

 

The objective function (2.1) of the model includes production cost, inventory cost (both at plants and at 

customers), and transportation cost (plant owned fleet and chartered transporters).  

 

There are two families of constraints: product flow balance constraints (2.2-2.6), and transporter routing 

constraints (2.7-2.11). Constraints (2.2) and (2.3) assure the balance at the plants among production, 

inventory and shipment, and the demand fulfillment for each customer respectively.  Constraint (2.2) is the 

inventory balance constraint at the plants, which requires that distribution from the plants be met from 

inventory and current production.  Constraint (2.3) is the inventory balance constraint at DCs, which 

requires that the demand at a DC be met from the local inventory at the DC and the quantity received from 

the plants in that period.  Constraints (2.4) and (2.5) are inventory constraints satisfying storage capacity 

and minimum inventory requirements at both plants and customers.  Production capacity limitation is 

imposed by constraint (2.6).  Constraints (2.7) and (2.8) are trip integrity constraints.  Constraint (2.7) 

ensures that transporters do not accumulate at a customer, i.e. the number of delivery transporters leaving a 

location (include plants and DCs) is same as the number that went to this location.  Constraint (2.8) 

requires that a transporter leave its base plants at most once during each trip.  Constrain (2.9) is transporter 

capacity constraint.  Constraints (2.10a) and (2.10b) are the multi-commodity flow conservation 

constraints.  These two sets of constraints ensure subtour elimination (Magnanti, 1981, and Fumero et al. 
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1999).  Constraint (2.11) is traveling duration constraint (availability for transporter).  And finally, 

constraint (2.12) is non-negative constraint. 

 

In a similar way, we can extend P to a formulation with multiple products.  Extensions may also be devised 

to consider not cost minimization but revenue maximization.  In addition to inventory holding cost, product 

stock out cost may be taken into account to further extend the model. 

2.3 Review of solution approaches 

Directly solving P is not easy.  The required computation time to verify the optimal solution could often 

become unbearable because of the enormous amount of integer variables involved.  For example, with a 

problem of 2 plants, 8 owned transporters, at most 12 trips per transporter per period, 20 DCs, and 12-

period/month planning horizon, one can easily verify that the number of integer variables gets close to 0.5 

million (483,840 to be exact).  The main reason behind such a large number of integer variables is that the 

model attempts to construct the optimal transporter routing, production and inventory schedules all at the 

same time.  

 

In the literature, there are many known results available for either optimizing the inventory and distribution 

policies, or optimizing the production and inventory plans (e.g., see Williams 1981 [51], Dror and Ball 

1987 [25], Goyal 1988 [33], Cohen and Lee 1988 [22], 1989 [23], Blumenfeld, Burns and Dagunzo 1991 

[14], Anily and Federgruen 1993[3], Chandra 1993 [17], Pyke and Cohen 1993 [42], 1994[43], Slats et al. 

1995 [45]).  Reviews on these related works can be found in Bhatnangar et al. 1993 [11], Thomas and 

Griffin 1996 [47], Vidal and Goetschalckx 1997 [49], Baita et al. 1998 [4], and Erengüç et al. 1999 [26]).  

However, results that may be directly applied to solve model P are limited.  Available approaches are either 

based on problem decomposition or heuristics. 
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One of the few available approaches is presented by Chandra and Fisher (1994) [18].  The authors 

conducted a computational study to examine the value of coordinating production and distribution 

planning.  Their paper is one of the first attempts to include the vehicle routing problem in the analysis, 

which analyzes, over a multiple period horizon, a multiple product production-distribution environment, 

solving both the lot sizing and the delivery routing problem.  An integrated optimization model is proposed, 

based on a multi-stop routing problem formulation with the addition of setup constraints.  Two different 

alternative solution approaches are evaluated to analyze the value of coordination.  The first approach is to 

decouple the production and distribution decisions.  The approach first determines a production schedule 

that minimizes the cost of setups and inventory holding subject to meeting total demand per period.  This is 

done by solving a capacitated lot size problem which aggregates all customer demand in each period.  The 

approach then schedules vehicle deliveries of products to customers subject to inventory availability as 

implied by the production schedule.  This is done by solving standard vehicle routing problems using some 

well-known heuristics (Sweep, nearest neighbor rule, and a feasible insertion rule).  The solution is later 

improved by combining the delivery to a customer at later period with delivery to the same customer at 

earlier period.  These heuristics are not allowed to modify the production plan.  In the second case, a 

coordinated approach, the procedure is the same as employed in first case except that now transportation 

decisions may entail changes in the production schedule.  Computational results point out that the 

effectiveness of the integrated decision process, showing relevant cost savings, depends on structural 

parameters of the problem, such as production capacity, time horizon, number of products and customers.  

The authors also emphasize the need for organizational changes in order to achieve effective coordination 

between production and distribution. 

 

In another paper, Van Buer et al. (1999) [48] study a problem from the newspaper industry where 

production and distribution are especially closely coupled since there can be no finished goods inventories.  

They give a mathematical formulation for single-plant, multiple-product, single-period production 

scheduling and distribution routing problem.  No production cost or inventory cost is presented in the 

model.  To solve the problem, they use several heuristic search algorithms, such as tabu search, reactive 

tabu search, and simulated annealing with three different sets of cooling parameters.  Using data from a 
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particular newspaper and extensive computational experiments, they find no significant performance 

difference among these search algorithms.  They do conclude that re-using trucks that have completed 

earlier routes is the most important way to achieve low-cost solutions.  

 

Özdamar and Yazgac (1999) [41] consider a production-distribution model involving production and 

transportation decisions in a central factory and its warehouses.  The model is based on the operating 

system of a multi-national company producing detergents in a central factory from which products are 

distributed to geographically distant warehouses.  The overall system costs are optimized considering 

factory and warehouse inventory costs and transportation costs.  Vehicles are of limit capacity.  Although 

the number of vehicles is optimized, the authors do not consider vehicle routing issues since the 

warehouses are far apart.  Constraints include production capacity, inventory balance and fleet size 

integrity.  They adopt a hierarchical approach to make use of medium range aggregate information, as well 

as to satisfy weekly fluctuating demand with an optimal fleet size.  Their approach first solves an aggregate 

model by aggregating the time periods and product families while omitting detailed capacity consumption 

by setup.  The aggregate model’s optimal solution is then disaggregated for a single period on a rolling 

horizon basis in order to reduce problem size.  Consistency between the aggregation and disaggregation 

models is obtained by imposing additional constraints on the disaggregation model.  Infeasibilities in the 

disaggregated solution are resolved through an iterative constraint relaxation scheme, which is activated in 

response to infeasible solutions pertaining to different causes.  They also investigate the robustness of the 

hierarchical model in terms of infeasibilities occurring due to the highly fluctuating nature of demand in the 

refined time periods and also due to the aggregation process itself. 

 

Fumero and Vercellis (1999) [30] develop a model for single plant production-distribution system, in which 

several products produced and delivered with limited available resources, for both production system and a 

homogeneous distribution fleet.  The tradeoff is among production setup cost, inventory cost and 

transportation cost.  They use the same line of comparison as in Chandra and Fisher (1994) [18].  Two 

solution approaches are compared: coordinated and decoupled.  The authors first present the integrated 

solution procedure.  They utilize Lagrangean relaxation to produce four separate sub-problems, but at the 
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same time preserve a global optimization perspective through the dual master problems.  They then propose 

a decoupled approach, in which the production decision process is carried out independently from the 

transportation part of the system.  Similar to Chandra and Fisher (1994) [18], they first solve a multi-

product capacitated lot-sizing problem, and then develop a delivery schedule based on the production 

schedule.  The authors provide heuristics to solve both coordinated and decoupled cases, and thus they are 

only able to compare feasible solutions from these two approaches. 

 

The PIDRP in this research further extends these works.  This problem differs from those existing problems 

in terms of 

− Number of production facilities (single vs. multiple). 

− Fleet characteristics (homogeneous vs. heterogeneous). 

− Transportation flexibility (single trip vs. multi-trip per transporter per period). 

 

This research provide the first attempt so far to consider a multi-plant production planning and distribution 

problem, in which material transportation is carried out by heterogeneous fleets, each plant has an 

associated fleet, each transporter can make multiple trips in a time period, and customer demand may be 

met via deliveries by several transporters from different plants.  

2.4 A methodology for solving P: two-phase approach 

In this research, we investigate a two-phase methodology to solve P.  In phase I, we solve a restricted 

coordination problem which keeps all the constraints in P except that the transporter routings are limited to 

direct shipment.  We prove that the resulting optimal solution to the Phase I problem is always feasible to 

P, and thus gives an upper bound solution to P.  Successfully solving this restricted problem determines the 

optimal quantity to be produced, inventoried, and transported by each transporter (per time period) from 

each plant to each DC.  It also determines the optimal number of trips (per time period) performed by each 

individual transporter, in terms of its very own capacity, cost and speed.  Note that for all such DCs with a 
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demand higher than transporter capacity, direct shipment is needed anyway.  The potential inefficiency 

with this phase I solution, however, comes from the fact that sometimes a consolidated delivery (routing) 

for less-than-transporter-load (LTL) assignments may further reduce the transportation cost (Figure 2.1).  

 

 

Filled circles: LTL trips Empty circles: Full load trips 
 

Figure 2.1: Full-load trip vs. Less-than-transporter-load (LTL) trip 

 

Therefore, in phase II, we propose a heuristic transporter routing algorithm, the Load Consolidation (LC) 

algorithm, that removes all the LTL assignments from the phase I solution and consolidates such 

assignments into transporter routing schedules subject to the transporter capacity and available time 

(remaining after performing the full load assignment determined by the Phase I solution) constraints.  

 

The main advantage of this proposed approach, over the classical decoupled approach, is its ability to 

simultaneously optimize the production, inventory and transportation operations (while subject to restricted 

routing/direct shipments) without the needs for aggregating the demand of DCs and relaxing the constraints 

on transportation operations/capacities.  The phase I search always ends up with a solution within the 

feasible region (see 3.2), and the phase II then improves this feasible solution by further exploring its 

neighborhood areas (see 4.3). 
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Chapter 3 Phase I: PIDRP with direct shipment 

 

The phase I of the two-phase approach solves a restricted version of the PIDRP or PIDRP with direct 

shipment, which differs from the PIDRP in the sense that routing is limited to one DC per trip, i.e. no 

transporter visit from one customer to another customer, only direct trips between plants and customers 

(Figure 3.1).   

 

 
Plants DCs

 

Figure 3.1: Direct shipment network 

 

The production and distribution routing decisions may be independent or synchronized (Blumenfeld et al. 

1985 [13]).  They are independent where each plant produces a unique product for each DC, and they are 

synchronized where plants produce same product for each DC.  For the case in which production and 

distribution routing are independent, total operation costs in Figure 3.1 can be minimized by determining 

optimal shipment quantities using simple EOQ methods for each link separately.  However, for the case in 
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which production and distribution routing are synchronized, shipment quantities on the different links are 

interdependent and thus must be optimized simultaneously with production planning decisions.  In this 

integrated analysis of production and distribution, the decisions are coordinated and synchronized.   

 

In some situations direct shipping has cost advantage over routing (Burns et al. 1985 [16]).  This happens 

when items are less valuable.  The cost advantage increases with average customer demand, sparse 

customer density, and carrying charge.  It also increases as distance from supplier decreases.  Thus an 

integrated PIDRP model with direct shipment is not only a first step to solve general PIDRP, but also may 

provide a good solution to the problem in the situations stated above.  Now we introduce a model for the 

PIDRP with direct shipment. 

3.1 PIDRP with direct shipment: model P1 

Let the transporter routing be restricted to direct shipment between plants and DCs.  That is, a transporter 

may only visit a single DC per trip (i.e., leaving a plant, visiting a DC, and then returning to the plant).  Let 

(t),
v

jiy  denote the number of direct shipment trips that transporter v , ),(iVv ∈  makes between plant i  and 

DC j  in time period t.  Let (t),
v

jiq  be the total quantity delivered from plant i  to DC j  by transporter v  in 

period t through (t),
v

jiy  trips, and replace )(
)(

,
, tq

vNn

nv
ji∑ ∈

in (2.2) and (2.3) by )(, tqv
ji .  Then, we can 

reformulate P into a more restricted problem, which we denote as P1, as follows. 
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s.t. 

(2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and 
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Transporter capacity constraints 

TtJjiVviyCtq v
jiv

v
ji ∈∈∈Ι∈∀≤ ,),(,     (t))( ,,     (3.2) 

 

Transportation duration constraints 

TtiVvIitTtyt v
Jj

v
ji

v
ji ∈∈∈∀≤∑

∈

),(,    )()(,,      (3.3) 

integers )(, ty v
ji         (3.4) 

 

It worth noting that P1 contains exponentially less number of integer variables as compared to that in model 

P, and becomes much more tractable because the elimination of routing consideration.  For the same sized 

problem with 2 plants, 8 owned vessels, 4 chartered vessels, and 40 customer sites, the number of general 

integer variables now reduces from 483,840 to 3,840.  Also note that due to the direct shipment restriction 

in model P1, there are no trip integrity constraints and commodity-flow conservation constraints. 

3.2 A formal analysis on P1 

Optimally solving model P1 determines the product quantity, ),(),( ,, tQtq c
ji

v
ji  to be shipped out from each 

plant, by each individual vessel, based upon their individual loading capacity, traveling time, and operation 

cost, to each customer DC per time period, as well as the optimal number of trips that an individual vehicle 

should make from each plant to each DC, )(, txv
ji  and )(, tyv

ji . 

 

Also note that the optimal solution to P1 is always a feasible solution to P.  In particular, if the transporters 

are identical and )(, tqv
ji (and )(, tQc

ji ) are integer multiples of transporter capacity, then the optimal 

solution to P1 is also the optimal solution to P.  Furthermore, if transporters are identical, then the following 

observation holds. 
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Let )( 1
* PG , and )(* PG , be the optimal objective function value of P1, and P, respectively.  The following 

relationship holds. 

 

Proposition 1. A feasible solution to P1 is always a feasible solution to P, and ).()( 1
** PGPG ≤  

 

Proof. Any feasible solution to P1 satisfies all the constraints in P. Since the optimal solution to P1 is a 

feasible solution to P, )()( 1
** PGPG ≤ .   

 

The gap between )(* PG  and )( 1
* PG  depends on the magnitude of cost savings that may be achieved by 

using tours to consolidate less-than-transporter-load (LTL) assignments in the transporter routing 

schedules.  For this reason, we need to solve a follow-up Phase II problem to consolidate the LTL 

assignments. 

3.3 A comparison between Phase I and classical decoupled approach 

In this section we compare the direct shipment phase in our two-phase approach with the first phase of the 

classical decoupled approach from literature (Chandra and Fisher 1994 [18], Fumero and Vercellis 1999 

[30]).  

 

Classical decoupled approach to PIDRP is to mimic common procedure in industry.  It is also a two-phase 

procedure.  In the first phase a production schedule is determined which minimizes the cost of production 

and inventory holding at central plants subject to meeting total demand aggregated over all DCs per period.  

Then, on the basis of the production plan defined, the second phase develops a delivery schedule.  The first 

phase of this approach consists of finding values for production quantity per period, and inventory holding 

levels. We present a model for the first phase of the classical approach below. 
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Let )(twi  
be the quantity delivered by plant i  in perod t .  Then, we can formulate the first phase problem 

of the classical decoupled approach, called Pd, as follows. 

 

Pd:  Min ∑∑∑∑
∈ ∈∈ ∈

++
Tt Ii

iii
Tt Ii

ii tstpthtpta ))(2/)()(()()(  (3.5) 

 

s.t. 

(2.4), (2.6) and 

 

Plant inventory balance constraints 

Tti twtptsts iiii ∈Ι∈∀−+−= , )()()1()(   (3.6) 
 
Aggregate demand 

Tt tDtw
Jj

j
Ii

i ∈=∑∑
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       )()(    (3.7) 

 

While problem Pd determines only production quantity and inventory holding at plants, PIDRP with direct 

shipment P1 also determines the quantity delivered to DCs, and local inventory levels at DCs.  Most 

importantly, P1 also finds the number of trips each transporter travels in each period subject to the 

heterogeneity of transporters (capacity, speed, costs etc.). 

 

To further elaborate the advantage of P1 over Pd, we randomly generated a data set consisting of 32 test 

problems to evaluate their differences.  All test problems in this data set (called data set 1) are Euclidean. 

Customer locations were generated independently from a uniform distribution on [0, 100].  Customer 

location was invariate within each of the three data sets.  The cost of direct travel between locations to be a 

constant cost per unit distance (denoted by c) times the Euclidean distance between customers. 

 

A fleet of two heterogeneous transporters is used through out all test cases.  To generated capacity for each 

transporter.  A random number was first obtained from a uniform distribution [2, 4], and then was 
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multiplied by the base capacity to be the transporter capacity.  Base capacity is set to 4 in all data sets. In 

long run, the average capacity is 12.  Both transporters have same transportation cost. 

 

There are different levels of the ratio of average demand to average capacity.  The ratio is maintained by 

choosing customer demand in each period from a uniform distribution between different multiples of 

average capacity.  For example, to obtain a ratio of 1.25, customer demand is chosen from uniform 

distribution [1*average capacity, 1.5*average capacity]. 

 

Both safety stock requirement and storage capacity are fixed parameters.  Safety stock level is set to be one 

third of the maximum customer demand over all period, while storage capacity equals to the maximum 

customer demand over all period. 

 

The starting inventory also has two levels.  At low level, starting inventory is equal to safety stock 

requirement, while at high level, starting inventory is set to the average of safety stock requirement and 

maximum storage capacity. 

 

Table 3.1: Parameters of test problems in data set 1 

Number 
of DCs 

Time 
period 

Demand/ 
Capacity 

Shipping 
cost 

Production 
cost 

Holding 
cost 

Starting 
inventory 

No. of 
instances 

5       16 
6       16 
 2      16 
 4      16 
  1.25     8 
  1.75     8 
  2.25     8 
  2.75     8 
   2    32 
    3   32 
     0.5  32 
      H 16 
      L 16 
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Table 3.2: Classical decoupled approach vs. Phase I direct shipment 

No. N T Z start Demand/
capacity 

Travel 
time 

Pd 
Solution 

P1 
Solution P 

1 5 2 L 1.25 360 383.75 1249.25 1451.25 
2 5 2 L 1.75 360 543.75 1466.25 2051.75 
3 5 2 L 2.25 360 703.75 2286.25 2690.25 
4 5 2 L 2.75 360 863.75 3255.75 3536.25 
5 5 2 H 1.25 360 348 703.5 1192.5 
6 5 2 H 1.75 360 495 1060 1678 
7 5 2 H 2.25 360 642 1763.5 2224 
8 5 2 H 2.75 360 789 2387.5 2713 
9 5 4 L 1.25 360 772.75 2290.25 2912.25 
10 5 4 L 1.75 360 1092.75 3443.25 3891.25 
11 5 4 L 2.25 360 1412.75 4239.25 5147.75 
12 5 4 L 2.75 360 1732.75 6105.25 6327.25 
13 5 4 H 1.25 360 733.75 1869.25 2477.25 
14 5 4 H 1.75 360 1040.75 2726.75 3635.75 
15 5 4 H 2.25 360 1347.75 4066.75 4531.75 
16 5 4 H 2.75 360 1653.75 5202.25 5649.25 
17 6 2 L 1.25 640 455.25 1348.75 2298.75 
18 6 2 L 1.75 640 653.25 2353.75 3269.75 
19 6 2 L 2.25 640 853.25 2706.25 4216.25 
20 6 2 L 2.75 640 1052.25 4428.75 5202.75 
21 6 2 H 1.25 640 419.5 515.75 1970.75 
22 6 2 H 1.75 640 616.25 1649.25 2300.25 
23 6 2 H 2.25 640 791.5 2693.25 3352.75 
24 6 2 H 2.75 640 977.5 3498.75 4181.25 
25 6 4 L 1.25 640 977.5 2636.5 4533 
26 6 4 L 1.75 640 1375.5 5214 6463 
27 6 4 L 2.25 640 1773.5 7356.5 8313.5 
28 6 4 L 2.75 640 2171.5 9414 10233 
29 6 4 H 1.25 640 938.5 2266.5 4033.5 
30 6 4 H 1.75 640 1323.5 4779 5603.5 
31 6 4 H 2.25 640 1708.5 5613 7461.5 
32 6 4 H 2.75 640 2093.5 8313 9001 
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For all problems, c=2, a=3, and h=0.50.  Among the 32 test problems, the first 16 problems have a 

maximum available time of 360, and the last 16 problems have a maximum available travel time of 640.  

Some parameter values are given in table 3.1.   

 

These test cases are solved by CPLEX MIP solver version 7.0.  Appendix B and C contain the AMPL 

models for P1 and Pd respectively.  Table 3.2 provides the results.  Most of the information in the table is 

self-explanatory.  We can see in this table that direct shipment P1 can lead to closer results to P solutions 

than the first phase of the classical decoupled approach Pd.  Out of 32 test cases, the solution of P1 in each 

and every one is larger than that of Pd.  This is not surprising, since more information regarding the 

operation (particularly the full-load part of transportation decision was made) was gained in the solution of 

P1.  Based on this gained information, our second phase will make a better decision than that of the 

classical decoupled approach. 

 

The quality of the phase I (P1) solution depends on the resulting saving percentage of LTL assignments in 

the solution.  For example, if a DC receives 20 shipments over a multi-period planning horizon, out of 

which 19 are full load, then the quality of a solution to P1 is perhaps justified.  However, if 10 out of 20 

shipments are LTL assignments, then the solution quality could become questionable.  This leads to our 

discussion of the Phase II problem in following analysis. 
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Chapter 4 Phase II: Load consolidation 

 

In this chapter we deal with the second phase of the two-phase approach: consolidating less-than-

transporter-load (LTL) delivery.  The problem of consolidating LTL assignments for a fleet of 

heterogeneous transporters can be defined as follows. 

4.1 Load consolidation problem P2 

After removing all the full load assignment from the optimal solution to P1, we have a subset of DCs that 

have LTL transporter assignment form Phase I and the set of transporters that are assigned to perform LTL 

assignments by the phase I solution.  Let H denote this subset of DCs, where ||H|| ≤ ||J|| since only those 

DCs that receive LTL are considered in Phase II.  Each ),(, tHDCDC jj ∈  has a LTL demand, 

},),(max{)( vjj CtDtd ≤  to be satisfied in period t , ,)(0,, vj CtdHjTt <<∈∈  where vC  stands for the 

capacity on the transporter assigned to perform the respective LTL assignment.  We are also given a fleet of 

V heterogeneous transporters, each transporter v  has its own speed, defined by the required travel time 

between location i  and location j  ( v
jit , ), traveling cost ( vc ), and total available time for performing 

consolidated LTL assignments during period t  ( )(tTv ), which equals to the total available time minus the 

time needed to perform full load transportation determined by optimally solving P1.  
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The problem to be solved in Phase II is the one to determine the trips for each transporter in each time 

period to minimize the total transportation cost for handling the LTL demands by Phase I subject to 

 All the LTL demands are satisfied 

 The transporter available times for LTL assignments, vTv ∀, , are not violated 

 

Recall that a transporter may perform multiple trips in a given time period.  We shall call this problem P2.  

A mathematical programming model for P2 is presented in Appendix D. 

 

Let  )( 1
* PG equal to )( 1

* PG  minus the traveling and holding cost associated to the LTL assignments. 

Then we have the following result. 

 

Proposition 4.1. For any given feasible solution to P1, a feasible solution to the associated P2 plus the full-

load assignments defined by that feasible solution to P1 gives a feasible solution to P, and  

  ).()()()(* 112 PGPGPGPG ≤+≤  

 

Proof.  First we have proved that a feasible solution to P1 is always a feasible solution to P.  Now the 

shipment has been divided into full-load assignments and LTL assignments, all other information retains.  

We need to prove that the consolidation of LTL assignments does not violate any constraints of P.  Since 

there is no decision made on production in the consolidation problem, constraints (2.4) and (2.6) are always 

satisfy by the combined solution of a feasible solution to the associated P2 with the full-load assignments 

defined by that feasible solution to P1.  Also, a P2 feasible solution will guarantee delivery of all LTL 

assignments no less and no more.  So inventory related constraints ((2.2), (2.3) and (2.5)) are ensured.  

Now leave us the transporter trip related constraints (2.7) (2.8) (2.9) and (2.10).  These constraints are 

explicitly observed in P2. So, the consolidation of LTL assignments does not violate these constraints.  

Finally the transportation duration constraint is satisfied in that the consolidated LTL delivery will use less 

travel time than the LTL assignments in the direct shipment phase P1.   
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In the classical Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP), it is implicitly assumed that each vehicle is 

used for only one trip.  When multiple use of vehicle is allowed, it gives rise to Multiple-trip CVRP 

(MTCVRP) or CVRP with multiple-use of vehicles (CVRPM).  This problem is typically studied under the 

homogeneous fleet assumption (Taillard 1996 [46]).  While a number of researchers have successfully 

applied tabu search to the solution of this problem, we could not find existing result to the MTCVRP under 

the heterogeneous fleet assumption.  In next section we develop a heuristic algorithm to solve the P2 

problem, which is a heterogeneous MTCVRP.   

4.2 Extended Optimal Partitioning (EOP) procedure 

To develop a heuristic solution procedure for solving P2, we start with the following subproblem S2.  

 

S2:  We are given a single plant, a single transporter with capacity C, and a set of H demand centers, each 

with a demand ||J||H1  ,1,, ≤≤≤≤< HiCdd ii .  The cost (or the time) for the transporter to travel from 

DC i  to DC j  is known as jit , .  Let π  be a permutation of DCs and, without loss of generality, let  

>=< HDCDCDC ,...,, 21π . 

 

The problem is to partition π  into a sequence of transporter trips (see Figure 4.1 below) to minimize the 

total cost subject to capacity C and }.1|{ Hjd j ≤≤  

 

 
DC1 DC2 DCi DCi+1 DCi+2 DCj DCl+1 DCH… … …

…
… 

Trip 1 Trip k Trip 2 
 

Figure 4.1: A sequence of transporter trips 
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Let >=<+ ππ ||0DC , where DC0 denotes the plant.  If we assume that each DC may be visited only once, 

then S2 can be solved in strongly polynomial time by a straightforward extension from the known Optimal 

Partitioning Procedure (Beasley 1983 [8], Altinkemer and Gavish 1987 [2], Li and Simchi-Levi 1990 [38]).  

For the completeness of the paper, we present this Extended Optimal Partitioning (EOP) procedure as 

follows: 

 

Procedure EOP:  Construct a directed acyclic graph G  with },0|{)( HiiGV ≤≤=  where node i  denotes 

DC i , Hi ≤≤0 .  Let )(GE  be the set of directed arcs on G , where )(),( GEji ∈  iff  

Cdddd jjii ≤++++ −++ 121 ... , 

that is, the transporter has enough capacity to serve all the demands from node 1+i  to node j . Each arc 

represents a feasible trip for the transporter. Add all such feasible arcs, ),( ji , ,1,0 Hjji ≤≤<≤  to 

),( EVG , and let the arc length be the resulting trip cost, ∑
−+=

++ ++=
1...1

1,1,00,, .
jih

hhiiji tttτ  

 

Figure 4.2 illustrates a network with H=6 and >=< 621 ,...,, DCDCDCπ , where the number on arc ),( ji  j) 

denotes jit , , and the number on node j  denotes jd .  Assuming C = 1200 units, then the resulting ),( EVG  

is given in Figure 4.3.  As we can see, each path on graph ),( EVG  from node 0 to node H defines a 

feasible sequence of transporter trips that satisfies all the DC demands and the transporter capacity 

constraints.  For example, an arc from node 1 to node 4 represents the trip from node 1 to node 0 (to get 

loaded), node 0 to node 2, node 2 to node 3, and then node 3 to node 4, with an arc cost of 

240+280+168+85=773. The shortest path on ),( EVG  is 0-2-3-6 with a total cost of 1181 and defines three 

trips: 0-1-2-0, 0-3-0, and 0-4-5-6-0. 
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Figure 4.2: A network with 6 customer DCs and a given route 
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Figure 4.3: A directed acyclic graph ),( EVG  for the network in Figure 4.2 

 

Proposition 3. If each DC can be visited only once, then the shortest path on ),( EVG  solves S2 optimally 

in )( 3HO . 

 

Proof. The shortest path on ),( EVG  minimizes the total cost while satisfies the demand and transporter 

capacity constraints. Since ),( EVG  is acyclic and contains at most )( 2HO  arcs and H+1 nodes, the 

shortest path on ),( EVG  can be determined in )( 3HO  according to Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin (1993) 

[1].   
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4.3 Load consolidation algorithm 

The EOP procedure is used as a subroutine in our proposed heuristic routing algorithm (for heterogeneous 

capacitated transporters) in Phase II, called the Load Consolidation (LC) algorithm.  This algorithm 

requires, for each period t , a predetermined tour that connects all DCs in set )(tH , 0π , and a 

predetermined tour for each transporter, )(vπ , ,1 Vv ≤≤  that connects all DCs with LTLs assigned to 

transporter v  from the Phase I solution.  Given such tours, the proposed LC algorithm calls two heuristic 

procedures, H1 and H2, each is able to generate a feasible solution to P2.  The best feasible solution by H1 

and H2 is then used as the solution of the LC algorithm. 

 

To state the heuristics H1 and H2 formally, we define the following parameters.  

 

)(tH   Union of all DCs that has a LTL delivery in period t  

)(vπ  The set of LTL direct shipments assigned to transporter v  in Phase I 

vc  Mileage cost of transporter v  ($/mile) 

vC  Capacity of transporter v  

)(tvτ  Available time of transporter v  to perform LTL assignment 

jd  Quantity (load) of the LTL assignment originally planned for DC j  in Phase I solution 

))(( vP π  Shortest path covering )(vπ  subject to vC  

)(vhj  The saving of eliminating node j  from ))(( vP π  

ve  Efficiency factor for transporter v , where ve
 
= vc / vC  

))(( vL π  The length of ))(( vP π , v =1,2,…,||V||; 
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4.3.1 Heuristic H1 

For each given period t , heuristic H1 calls the EOP procedure to identify ))(( vP π , Vv ∈∀  Since )(vπ  

consists of feasible direct shipment assignments to transporter v  from the Phase I solution, the length of 

any path on )(vπ , including that of ))(( vP π , is no more than )(tvτ .  Given )),(( vP π  ,Vv ∈∀  heuristic H1 

evaluates the potential savings (in terms of transportation cost) of shifting node ),(vj π∈  from ))(( vP π  to 

))'(( vP π  ,' vv ≠  subject to )(tvτ  and )(' tvτ .  If taking node j  does not violate )(' tvτ  for any given path 

))'(( vP π  vv ≠' , then the net saving is equal to the savings obtained by eliminating j  from path ))(( vP π  

minus the cost of adding j  to ))'(( vP π .  Otherwise, this net saving is equal to that achieved by exchanging 

node j  on ))(( vP π  with some node 'j  on ))'(( vP π .  If this swapping also fails, node j  will remain on 

))(( vP π .  By comparing the resulting net savings from all ))'(( vP π  vv ≠' , the path that yields the 

maximum net savings is selected to take node j  (and node j  is then permanently eliminated from path 

))(( vP π ).  Heuristic H1 repeats this process until all nodes )(tHj ∈  are evaluated.  

Four criteria for computing the net savings are summarized below. 

Case 1: +−+− −+=≠≠ +−
jjjjjjj tttvhjj ,,,)(;0,0 , 

Case 2: 0,,0)(;0,0 jjj ttvhjj +=== +− , 

Case 3: ++ −+=≠= +−
jjjjj tttvhjj ,0,,0)(;0,0 , 

Case 4: 0,0,,)(;0,0 −− −+==≠ +−
jjjjj tttvhjj . 

 

In case 1, transporter v  can save the cost of the trip from node −j  to node j  and the trip from j  to +j .  

As the new trip from −j  to +j  is needed, however, the cost of trip ( −j , +j ) is subtracted from the saving.  

In case 2, transporter v  can save the cost of the trip from the plant to j  and the trip from j  to the plant.  

In case 3, transporter v  does not have to make either the trip from the plant to j  or the trip from j  to +j , 
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but it needs to make the trip from the plant to +j  instead.  In case 4, transporter v  makes the trip to −j  

from the plant and returns to the plant without going through j . 

 

 

Input: )(tH , )(vπ  for each transporter v  
Output:  ))(( vP π  for each transporter v  
 
Repeat 

a. Remove a node from )(tH  and label it as node j . Let v be the transporter so that )(vj π∈  
b. Evaluate the saving of eliminating j from )).(( vP π  Let )()()( vcvhv jj ⋅=∆−  denote the resulting 

saving, where )(vh j  is determined according to the following 4-case analysis: 

if +−+− −+=≠≠ +−
jjjjjjj tttvhjj ,,,)(,0,0 , 

else if 0,,0)(,0,0 jjj ttvhjj +=== +− , 

else if ++ −+=≠= +−
jjjjj tttvhjj ,0,,0)(,0,0 , 

else if 0,0,,)(,0,0 −− −+==≠ +−
jjjjj tttvhjj ; 

c. For each of the other transporters, ,'v where vv ≠'  and ,'Vj Cd ≤  compute the net saving of 
shifting node j to )'(vπ , )'(vj∆ , as follows: 

If '}){)'(( VjvL τπ ≤∪ , let −∆=∆ − )()'( vv jj ))]'((}){)'(([)'( vLjvLvc ππ −∪⋅ ;  

Otherwise, let )'(vj∆  be the net saving of exchanging node j, )),(( vPj π∈  and node 'j , 
)).'((' vPj π∈  If exchanging j and j’ still violates τv’, or if adding j’ violates τv, then 

.)'( −∞=∆ vj  
d. Let v* be the transporter that }'|)'({max*)( vvvv jj ≠∀∆=∆ . If *)(vj∆ >0, update )(vπ , 

*)(vπ , ))(( vP π , and *))(( vP π . Otherwise, node j stays with )(vπ  
Until Φ= H(t)  

Figure 4.4: Pseudo code for procedure H1 

 

For each node j , step b computes the savings of removing j  from ))(( vP π .  As shown in step c, node j  

can be a candidate reassigned to another transporter ( 'v ) only if jd  is less than or equal to 'vC .  When we 

need to exchange node )),(( vPj π∈  and node )),'((' vPj π∈  in step c, we only consider such node 'j  that 

was originally assigned to transporter 'v  and that is located nearest to node j  in the given tour.  
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4.3.2 Heuristic H2 

Heuristic H2 applies two transporter ranking criteria, the fastest transporter first and the least cost-per-mile-

per-ton transporter first, and starts with tour 0π  that connects all the DCs in )(tH .  For each given 

criterion, H2 selects the highest-ranking transporter and applies the EOP procedure to 0π to construct the 

shortest path for the selected transporter while relaxing )(tvτ .  If the resulting length of the shortest path 

exceeds )(tvτ  for the transporter being considered, then either a trip (when transporters are identical) or a 

node (when transporters are heterogeneous) is removed until the resulting length of the shortest path 

satisfies )(tvτ .  Let )(' tH  be the set of removed nodes.  Heuristic H2 repeats the same procedure to the next 

highest-ranking transporter until )(' tH  becomes empty.  

 

Input:  a TSP tour connecting all the DCs in )(tH  
Output: routings visiting each customer exactly once 
 
Without loss of generality, we assume transporter 1 is the highest-ranking transporter 
 
Let )(tH=Π , and v  = 0; 
 
Repeat 

Let v  = v  + 1 
 
Let Π=Πv , Φ=Π  
 
Apply EOP procedure to determine the shortest path based on vΠ ,  )( vP Π , while ignoring 
the time constraint of transporter v  
 
While ,)( VVL τ>Π do 

If the transporters are identical 
  Remove a trip (any trip) from )( vP Π  and add all the DCs on that trip to Π 

Else if the transporters are heterogeneous 
Remove a node from )( vP Π  with the greatest saving based on the four-case 
analysis and add it to Π 

Until VVL τ≤Π )(  
Until Φ=Π  

 

Figure 4.5: Pseudo code for procedure H2 
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4.3.3 Load consolidation algorithm 

A better solution between two heuristics H1 and H2 is used as the solution of the LC algorithm.  

Input:  a tour 0π , )(vπ  for each v 

Output: routings visiting each customer exactly once 

Procedure: 

Schedule1  Run H1( )(vπ , all v) 

Schedule2  Run H2( 0π ) 

If (cost(Schedule1) > cost(Schedule2)) 

 Return (Schedule1) 

Else 

 Return (Schedule2) 
 

Figure 4.6: Pseudo code for Load consolidation algorithm 

 

Proposition 4. For P2 with two heterogeneous transporter case, if the transporters must travel along a given 

tour 0π and the assignments to each transporter must be based on consecutive DCs along 0π , then P2 is 

solvable in )( 4HO . 

 

Proof. Let >=< Hi DCDCDCDC ΛΛ ,,, 21
0π  and let i , ,1 Hi ≤≤ be the DC that partitions 0π into two 

subsequences of DCs: >=< iDCDCDC Λ,, 21
1π  and >=< ++ Hii DCDCDC Λ,, 21

2π . 

Assign transporter 1 to 1π , transporter 2 to 2π , and apply the EOP procedure to solve for the shortest path 

on 1π , and 2π , respectively.  Let ))(( 1σPL and ))(( 2σPL be the resulting path lengths.  Partition i  is 

feasible iff )())(( 11 tPL τσ ≤ and ).())(( 22 tPL τσ ≤  Let ))(())(()2,1,( 21 σσ PLPLiG += be the resulting 

length/cost if partition i  is feasible or ∞=)2,1,(iG otherwise.  Reverse the assignment of transporters (i.e., 

assign transporter 2 to 1π  and transporter 1 to 2π ), apply the above process to obtain )1,2,(iG .  Let 

{ })1,2,(),2,1,(min)( iGiGiG =  and *i  be the partition that }|)(min{)( * iiGiG ∀= .  The transporter trips 

under )( *iG  gives the optimal solution to the problem.  Since there are at most H alternative values for 
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parameter i , and )(iG  can be determined in )( 3HO  for each give partition i , the total computational time 

is thus bounded by )( 4HO .   
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Chapter 5 Computational results 

 

This chapter discusses the experiments made with the two-phase methodology.  First, we present empirical 

results for evaluating the computational performance of the Load Consolidation (LC) algorithm. Then we 

evaluate the two-phase approach, which uses CPLEX mixed-integer programming (MIP) solver to solve 

the Phase I problem (P1) and then the LC algorithm to solve the Phase II problem (P2).  

 

The tests were run on a 750MHz Pentium III machine and a 1.2GMhz Pentium 4 Machine. All running 

time presented in this chapter are presented in seconds if not otherwise noted. 

 

The Load Consolidation algorithm was coded in C.  We have use the MIP-solver CPLEX version 7.0 for 

solving P2, P1 and P. The LC algorithm was run on the slower machine with 750MHz CPU, while CPLEX 

MIP solver was run on the faster one with 1.2GHz CPU. 
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5.1 Implementation of the two-phase approach 

This section describes a procedure to implement the two-phase methodology, that utilized the phase I and 

phase II solutions discussed in the previous chapters. 

 

 Raw input data 

Phase I optimization (P1) 

Output I 

Interface I

Big load & other outputs Residual load

Phase II optimization (P2) 

Output II 

Final result 

Interface II
Process 
Input data (given) 

TSP tour 

 

Figure 5.1: the procedure of the two-phase approach 

 

The implementation of the two-phase approach includes two optimization phases (solving P1 and P2) and 

two interface modules (Interface I, Interface II, both implemented in C programming language).  The 

optimization phase I searches for the direct shipment schedule, the interface module I makes a distinction 

between full-load shipment and LTL (residual load) shipments, optimization phase II consolidates LTL 

shipment, and the interface module II combines the full-load shipment schedule with the consolidation 

schedule into a full solution to the PIDRP.  
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During an application of the two-phase approach, the optimization phases and interface modules are 

executed in a sequence as illustrated in the Figure 5.1.  

5.2 Performance Evaluation of the Load Consolidation algorithm 

To evaluate the performance of the LC algorithm, we compared the results provided by the LC algorithm 

with the CPLEX MIP solution applied to test problems.  There are two sets of test problems (data set 2 and 

data set 3), where data set 2 contains 32 relatively small problems and data set 3 contains 24 relatively large 

test problems. T ables 5.1 and 5.2 summarize the parameters used to generate these test problems, where 

||J|| stands for the number of DCs, C refers to the transporter capacity, c refers to the unit shipping cost 

($/mile), and vτ  stands for the maximum traveling time available for a transporter to perform LTL 

assignments in Phase II.  In Table 5.2, the instances from G-p3 to G-p6 are based on the test problems from 

Golden et al. (1984) [32], and the instances from T-p13 to T-p16 are based on the benchmarking problems 

from Taillard (1996) [46].  Since the intention of using these test data in this study differs from that in 

Golden et al. (1984) and Taillard (1996), we removed the transporter fixed cost and added the maximum 

transporter available time for LTL assignments ( vτ ), while all the other parameters (include node locations) 

from Golden et al. (1984) [32] and Taillard (1996) [46] remain unchanged.  For all the remaining test 

problems, we sampled the distance data from the study by Christofides and Eilon (1969) [20]1 (i.e., the data 

for our 8-node problems are based on those for the first 8 nodes in their 100-node problem, and the data for 

our 12-node problems are based on their first 12-node problems, etc.). 

                                                           
1 These test problems can be download from the WWW at http://branchandcut.org/VRP/data/ 
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Table 5.1: Parameters of test problems in data set 2 

Transporter 1 Transporter 2 Transporter 3 Transporter 4 Transporter 5 Test 
cases J  

C c C c C c C c C c 
Available 
time (τv) 

P1 8 20 1 30 1.4 40 1.6 70 2.5 120 5.0 80 
P2 8 60 1 80 1.4 150 2.6     140 
P3 8 20 1 30 1.4 40 1.6 70 2.5 120 5.0 140 
P4 8 60 1 80 1.4 150 2.6     200 

P1-1 8 20 1 30 1 40 1 70 1 120 1 80 
P2-1 8 60 1 80 1 150 1     140 
P3-1 8 20 1 30 1 40 1 70 1 120 1 140 
P4-1 8 60 1 80 1 150 1     200 
P1-2 8 20 1 30 1 40 1 70 1 120 1 160 
P2-2 8 60 1 80 1 150 1     220 
P3-2 8 20 1 30 1 40 1 70 1 120 1 160 
P4-2 8 60 1 80 1 150 1     220 
P1-3 8 20 1 30 1.4 40 1.6 70 2.5 120 5.0 160 
P2-3 8 60 1 80 1.4 150 2.6     220 
P3-3 8 20 1 30 1.4 40 1.6 70 2.5 120 5.0 160 
P4-3 8 60 1 80 1.4 150 2.6     220 
P5 12 20 1 30 1.4 40 1.6 70 2.5 120 5.0 100 
P6 12 60 1 80 1.4 150 2.6     180 
P7 12 20 1 30 1.4 40 1.6 70 2.5 120 5.0 160 
P8 12 60 1 80 1.4 150 2.6     280 

P5-1 12 20 1 30 1 40 1 70 1 120 1 100 
P6-1 12 60 1 80 1 150 1     180 
P7-1 12 20 1 30 1 40 1 70 1 120 1 160 
P8-1 12 60 1 80 1 150 1     280 
P5-2 12 20 1 30 1 40 1 70 1 120 1 240 
P6-2 12 60 1 80 1 150 1     280 
P7-2 12 20 1 30 1 40 1 70 1 120 1 240 
P8-2 12 60 1 80 1 150 1     280 
P5-3 12 20 1 30 1.4 40 1.6 70 2.5 120 5.0 240 
P6-3 12 60 1 80 1.4 150 2.6     280 
P7-3 12 20 1 30 1.4 40 1.6 70 2.5 120 5.0 240 
P8-3 12 60 1 80 1.4 150 2.6     280 
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Table 5.2: Parameters of test problems in data set 3 

Transporter 
1 

Transporter 
2 

Transporter 
3 

Transporter 
4 

Transporter 
5 

Transporter 
6 Test 

cases 
J  

C c C c C c C c C c C c 
Avail 
time 

P9 16 20 1 30 1.4 40 1.6 70 2.5 120 5.0   150 
P10 16 60 1 80 1.4 150 2.6       220 
P11 16 20 1 30 1.4 40 1.6 70 2.5 120 5.0   200 
P12 16 60 1 80 1.4 150 2.6       320 
G-p3 20 20 1 30 1 40 1 70 1 120 1   200 
G-p4 20 60 1 80 1 150 1       300 
G-p5 20 20 1 30 1 40 1 70 1 120 1   250 
G-p6 20 60 1 80 1 150 1       400 
P13 25 20 1 40 1.1 50 1.2 70 1.7 120 3.0 200 5.2 200 
P14 25 120 1 160 1.1 300 2.4       400 
P15 25 50 1 100 1.8 160 3.2       400 
P16 25 40 1 80 1.6 140 2.1       400 
P17 30 20 1 40 1.1 50 1.2 70 1.7 120 3.0 200 5.2 220 
P18 30 120 1 160 1.1 300 2.4       440 
P19 30 50 1 100 1.8 160 3.2       450 
P20 30 40 1 80 1.6 140 2.1       450 
P21 40 20 1 40 1.1 50 1.2 70 1.7 120 3.0 200 5.2 400 
P22 40 120 1 160 1.1 300 2.4       640 
P23 40 50 1 100 1.8 160 3.2       650 
P24 40 40 1 80 1.6 140 2.1       650 

T-p13 50 20 1 30 1.1 40 1.2 70 1.7 120 2.5 200 3.2 400 
T-p14 50 120 1 160 1.1 300 1.4       900 
T-p15 50 50 1 100 1.6 160 2.0       800 
T-p16 50 40 1 80 1.6 140 2.1       800 
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Table 5.3: LC Algorithm solutions vs. CPLEX solutions for data set 2 

CPLEX Test 
cases 

J  
LC Algorithm 

Solution 
(All in less than 0.2s) Solution CPU Time 

[(GLC-GCPLEX)/ 
GCPLEX]% 

P1 8 370.1 370.1 7s 0.00% 
P2 8 203.4 203.4 10s 0.00% 
P3 8 608.6 557 120s 9.26% 
P4 8 299 270.2 64s 10.81% 
P1-1 8 183 183 26s 0.00% 
P2-1 8 156 154 1.2s 1.30% 
P3-1 8 213 213 22s 0.00% 
P4-1 8 146 146 0.13s 0.00% 
P1-2 8 159 154 0.07s 3.25% 
P2-2 8 145 145 0.05s 0.00% 
P3-2 8 188 185 1.32s 1.62% 
P4-2 8 146 146 0.15s 0.00% 
P1-3 8 337.4 337.4 9.68s 0.00% 
P2-3 8 183 183 2.36s 0.00% 
P3-3 8 561.6 557 95.2s 0.83% 
P4-3 8 270.2 270.2 120s 0.00% 
P5 12 502.8 483.1 2hrs 4.08% 
P6 12 260.2 260.2 780s 0.00% 
P7 12 734.3 731.3 2hrs 0.41% 
P8 12 353 348.8 6100s 1.20% 
P5-1 12 257 250 1000s 2.80% 
P6-1 12 200 198 5.26s 1.01% 
P7-1 12 280 262 850s 6.87% 
P8-1 12 229 220 510s 4.09% 
P5-2 12 198 193 2.13s 2.59% 
P6-2 12 198 193 3.33s 2.59% 
P7-2 12 238 232 200s 2.59% 
P8-2 12 229 220 620s 4.09% 
P5-3 12 458.2 446.8 2hrs 2.55% 
P6-3 12 235 235 750s 0.00% 
P7-3 12 723.4 720 2hrs 0.47% 
P8-3 12 353 348.8 6000s 1.20% 
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Table 5.4: LC Algorithm solutions vs. CPLEX solutions for data set 3 

Test 
cases J  

LC Algorithm 
Solution 

(All in less than 0.2s)

CPLEX 
Solution 

(All in 2 hours) 

[(GLC-GCPLEX)/ 
GCPLEX]% 

P9 16 682.4 713.2 -4.3% 
P10 16 381.4 351.6 +8.48% 
P11 16 947.8 951.7 -0.41% 
P12 16 433.4 453.6 -4.5% 
G-P3 20 673.7 742.9 -9.3% 
G-P4 20 311 295 +5.42% 
G-P5 20 857.5 867.3 -1.1% 
G-P6 20 344 344 0.00% 
P13 25 931.6 -- -- 
P14 25 413.9 415.4 -0.4% 
P15 25 874 911.6 -0.41% 
P16 25 818.9 736.8 +11.14% 
P17 30 1153.6 -- -- 
P18 30 463.1 481.8 -3.9% 
P19 30 1056.4 -- -- 
P20 30 1008.7 1062.7 -5.1% 
P21 40 1501.7 -- -- 
P22 40 569.5 838 -32% 
P23 40 1034 -- -- 
P24 40 1073.5 -- -- 
T-P13 50 1846.8 -- -- 
T-P14 50 683.2 847 -19.3% 
T-P15 50 1135 1335 -15% 
T-P16 50 1264.2 -- -- 

                --: No feasible solution within 2 hours by CPLEX. 
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Tables 5.3 and 5.4 compare the solutions of the LC algorithm with that by CPLEX MIP Solver in two-hour 

CPU time. The AMPL model code for P2 is presented as Appendix D.  In table 5.3, for relatively small 

problems ( 128 ≤≤ N ), the average deviation from the CPLEX solutions is 1.98% with the largest 

deviation of 10.81%.  For larger problems ( 5016 ≤≤ N ), the LC algorithm found the same or better 

solutions, in 13 out of 16 cases, than the best effort by CPLEX MIP Solver in 2 hours.  Table 5.4 shows 

that the MIP solver has difficulty in finding a feasible solution during a 2-hour run due the combinatorial 

nature of the problem, while the LC algorithm can find a feasible solution in almost negligible time.  For all 

the 56 test problems, the LC algorithm terminates in less than 0.2 seconds.  In conclusion, the LC algorithm 

can be used to solve realistic P2 problem with large number of customer DCs. 

5.3 Performance Evaluation of the two-phase methodology 

To evaluate the performance of the two-phase methodology, we compared the solutions of the proposed 

two-phase approach with the solutions from CPLEX MIP solver to solve the original model (P) directly.  

For the proposed two-phase approach, the optimization problem in phase I (P1) was solved by CPLEX MIP 

solver in the first phase and the LTL consolidation problem in phase II (P2) was solved by the LC 

algorithm.  

 

We used 48 test problems.  The first 32 test problems are from data set 1 previous generated in section 3.3.  

See Table 3.1 for parameter settings of test cases in data set 1.   

 

We also randomly generated 16 more test problems (called data set 4).  To generate these test problems, the 

distances between DCs and the distance between each DC and the (single) plant were randomly sampled 

from a uniform distribution over [0,100].  The travel cost between each pair of locations was given by a 

constant (c) multiplied by the respective distance.  We used a fleet of two heterogeneous transporters with 
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same traveling speed but different loading capacity, ,2,1, =iCi  randomly sampled from uniform [8, 16].  

The number of time periods in planning horizons ranged from 2 to 4, and parameter 2/)( 21 CC +=µ  was 

used to generate the period DC demand from uniform [1 µ , 1.5 µ ], [1.5 µ , 2 µ ], [2 µ , 2.5 µ ], and 

[2.5 µ , 3 µ ].  The safety stock level at each DC was set to be one third of the maximum period demand 

over all time periods in a planning horizon, and the storage capacity was set to be the maximum period 

demand over the planning horizon.  The starting inventory at each DC had two levels.  The lower level was 

set equal to the DC safety stock requirement, while the high level was set to be the average of safety stock 

requirement and DC storage capacity.  For all the test cases, we set c=2, a=3, and h=0.50.  Among the 16 

test cases, cases 1 to 8 had ||J||=10 customer DCs and )(tTv =1280, and cases 9 to 16 had ||J||=12 DCs and 

)(tTv =1600, for all transporters v .  Table 5.5 below shows the different levels/values of parameters for test 

cases in data set 4. 

 

Table 5.5: Parameters of test problems in data set 4 

Number 
of DCs 

Time 
period 

Demand/ 
Capacity 

Shipping 
cost 

Production 
cost 

Holding 
cost 

Starting 
inventory 

No. of 
instances 

10       8 
12       8 

 2      16 
  1.25     4 
  1.75     4 
  2.25     4 
  2.75     4 
   2    16 
    3   16 
     0.5  16 
      H 8 
      L 8 
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Table 5.6: Two-phase approach results vs. CPLEX solutions for date set 1 

Two-Phase Test 
cases  )( 1

* PG  G(P2) 
Solution Time 

CPLEX 
Solutiona for P 

[(GLC-GCPLEX)/
GCPLEX]% 

1 1249.25 202 1451.25 0.27 1451.25 0.00% 
2 1466.25 628 2094.25 0.34 2051.75 2.07% 
3 2286.25 404 2690.25 0.27 2690.25 0.00% 
4 3255.75 280 3535.75 0.29 3536.25 -0.01% 
5 704.5 488 1192.5 0.26 1192.5 0.00% 
6 1060 618 1678 0.28 1678 0.00% 
7 1763.5 490 2253.5 0.27 2224 1.33% 
8 2387.5 348 2735.5 0.33 2713 0.83% 
9 2290.25 622 2912.25 0.45 2912.25 0.00% 

10 3443.25 444 3887.25 0.47 3891.25 -0.10% 
11 4239.25 888 5127.25 8.75 5147.75 -0.40% 
12 6105.25 220 6325.25 6.76 6327.25 -0.03% 
13 1869.25 608 2477.25 0.46 2477.25 0.00% 
14 2726.75 914 3640.75 940.4 3635.75 0.14% 
15 4066.75 444 4510.75 0.78 4531.75 -0.46% 
16 5202.25 444 5646.25 25.26 5649.25 -0.05% 
17 1348.75 950 2298.75 0.29 2298.75 0.00% 
18 2354.75 980 3334.75 0.3 3269.75 1.99% 
19 2706.25 1504 4210.25 0.27 4216.25 -0.14% 
20 4428.75 828 5256.75 0.2 5202.75 1.04% 
21 515.75 1504 2019.75 0.27 1970.75 2.49% 
22 1649.25 886 2535.25 0.27 2300.25 10.22% 
23 2694.25 658 3352.25 0.29 3352.75 -0.01% 
24 3498.75 676 4174.75 0.22 4181.25 -0.16% 
25 2636.5 1990 4626.5 0.71 4533 2.06% 
26 5214 1228 6442 54.27 6463 -0.32% 
27 7356.5 772 8128.5 13.26 8313.5 -2.23% 
28 9414 676 10090 350.2 10233 -1.40% 
29 2266.5 1916 4182.5 0.31 4033.5 3.69% 
30 4779 850 5629 6.36 5603.5 0.46% 
31 5613 1836 7449 940.48 7461.5 -0.17% 
32 8313 676 8989 320.29 9001 -0.13% 

      a: Best CPLEX solution in four (4) hours of CPU time. 
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Table 5.6 and table 5.7 compare solutions of the two-phase approach versus that obtained by applying 

CPLEX MIP Solver to model P directly.  The solutions provided by CPLEX MIP solver are the best 

solutions within 4 hours of computing time.  No optimal solution has been obtained for any test problem.  

Although we are aware that the comparison among feasible solutions cannot be considered accurate and 

decisive, we believe that useful insights may be provided by this analysis. 

 

Table 5.7: Two-phase approach results vs. CPLEX solutions for data set 4 

Two-Phase Test 
cases  )( 1

* PG  G(P2) 
Solution Time 

CPLEX 
Solutiona for P 

[(GLC-GCPLEX)/
GCPLEX]% 

33 3619.75 874 4493.75 0.27 4661.75 -3.60% 
34 4292.25 2242 6534.25 0.29 -- -- 
35 6360.25 1556 7916.25 0.56 8266.75 -4.24% 
36 9146.75 576 9722.75 6.13 -- -- 
37 2105.25 1596 3701.25 0.27 3494.75 5.91% 
38 3388.75 1842 5230.75 0.28 5964.75 -12.31% 
39 5332.75 1090 6422.75 0.29 7417.25 -13.41% 
40 6753.75 1080 7833.75 0.29 8027.25 -2.41% 
41 4733.25 912 5645.25 0.28 5712.25 -1.17% 
42 5578.75 2780 8358.75 0.31 9760.75 -14.36% 
43 7904.75 2168 10072.75 0.31 -- -- 
44 10584.75 1616 12200.75 0.33 11430.25 6.74% 
45 2547.75 2216 4763.75 0.28 4448.75 7.08% 
46 4138.75 2558 6696.75 0.29 -- -- 
47 6795.25 1286 8081.25 0.3 -- -- 
48 8090.25 2116 10206.25 0.29 -- -- 

      a: Best CPLEX solution in four (4) hours of CPU time. 

 

As we can see, in 34 out of 48 cases, the two-phase approach found, in much less time, either the 

same/better solution than the best solution by the CPLEX MIP solver in 4-hour CPU time, or a feasible 

solution that CPLEX MIP solver cannot find within the given time limit.  We also see that, in 14 out of 48 

cases, the two-phase approach failed to get a better solution.  The largest gap from the CPLEX MIP 

solution is 10.22%.  Nevertheless, the performance of the two-phase approach seems promising and 

requires less than 1 minute of CPU time for most test problems.  
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Chapter 6 Application of Two-phase approach 

 

The two-phase approach is also applied to the real data obtained from a leading chemical company, which 

produces various highway/road maintenance chemicals at its multiple plant sites, and then distributes 

finished goods to a large number of DCs in North America2.  

6.1 A real world PIDRP 

We have applied the two-phase approach to a real-life supply network planning problem encountered at a 

leading chemical company that produces various highway/road maintenance chemicals at its multiple plant 

sites, and distributes finished goods to a large number of DCs in North America.  Due to steady increases in 

customer demand, the company has been continuously expanding the market and the distribution network 

by adding new distribution channels.  The transportation between plants and DCs is by heterogeneous 

ocean ships and water barges.  Due to high marine transportation costs, any inefficiency in scheduling may 

easily lead to a significant increase (in the magnitude of millions of dollars) in the operation costs.  

 
The specific data set3 we used for this section includes 12 time periods, 2 plants (Michigan plant and 

Ontario plant), 13 DCs, and 3 heterogeneous vessels with loading capacities and traveling speed of (9050 

                                                           
2 An abstract of this application was published as a Practice Abstract in INTERFACES (Bloomquist 2002 
[12]). 
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tons, 7 knots), (8000 tons, 13 knots), and (9050 tons, 7 knots), respectively.  In addition to transporting 

finished goods to DCs, the vessels are also used to transport raw material from the Michigan plant to the 

Ontario plant.  Whenever the company faces a shortage in vessel capacity, chartered vessels are available 

but at a higher cost.  

 

Many complicated relationships and practical constraints are involved in.  These constraints include 

demand at terminals that varies from month to month, limited storage capacity at terminals and production 

facilities, significant but vessel-dependent travel time between the facilities and the terminals, required 

vessel loading/unloading time and capacities, etc.  Since ocean vessel travel times are random variables and 

the market demand is highly dependent on the weather (e.g., the demand for deicer or dust control), the 

company has specified monthly safety stock levels to be used by each individual terminal, which vary from 

month to month.  These safety levels are strictly observed, together with the production and storage 

capacities.  These constraints are explicitly expressed in Model P1. 

6.2 Additional practical constraints 

In addition to those standard constraints modeled in P1, additional constraints that ensure the practical 

feasibility/implementation of our solution need to be included.  These include accessibility and 

maintenance constraints. 

6.2.1 Maintenance Requirement  

Each vessel requires a one-month maintenance time, but it does not matter in which month it is conducted.  

This is modeled by introducing binary (logical) variables 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
3 Some of the data used in this section were modified for confidentiality.  
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month t.in  emaintenanc undergoes  v vesselif      0

month t;in  available is  v vesselif      1
)(tvδ

 

 

These variables are used to limit the number of trips in month t, 

)()(, tMtx vv
ji δ≤  

 

where M is the maximum number of trips that can be made in a month (it may be a sufficiently large 

number).  The maintenance requirement can be now stated as 

11)(
12

1

=∑
=t

v tδ
 

6.2.2 Accessibility constraint 

In addition, no vessel may travel northeast of Cleveland in winter, because the chemical product may freeze 

during transportation, and the draft of the lakes is low during winter season.  This is enforced by 

introducing a set of terminals which can not be accessed during winter month 

30March   to1December between  reached becannot   terminalsofSet    :J'  

 

Then we set trip variables defined on these terminals and periods to be zero. 

',},12,3,2,1{),(0)( JjIitiVv      txv
ij ∈∈∈∈∀=  

6.3 Solutions Analysis 

By applying the CPLEX MIP Solver to solve model P1 and then the LC algorithm to solve model P2, our 

two-phase approach found the solution to the following issues: 

 Monthly production schedule and ending inventory plans at each plant;  

 Monthly raw material transportation plan; 
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 Distribution plans and vessel monthly routing schedules; 

 Monthly ending inventory plan for each DC; and 

 Recommended annual vessel maintenance schedules. 

 

Table 6.1: Itemized Annual Operation Cost Projection 

Total Cost  $ 11,440,587.00 100.00% 
Transportation  $   6,697,141.00 62.58% 
Chartered Transportation  $                 0.00 0.00% 
Production Cost  $   4,056,680.00 32.18% 
Inventory   $      686,766.00 5.23% 

 

Table 6.2: Twelve-Month Production Plan for the Ontario Plant 

 
Production 

quantity  
(in tons) 

Product ending 
inventory  
(in tons) 

Raw material 
ending inventory 

(in tons) 
Initial  81087 40000 

July 2001 46330.8 81086.6 40000 
August 2001 7699.2 81086.6 40000 

September 2001 24758.4 99929.7 50000 
October 2001 10984.6 87872.8 50000 

November 2001 36582.0 78863.9 50000 
December 2001 8136.5 20271.6 26855 

January 2002 34096.9 20271.6 26324 
February 2002 37554.0 40543.3 26258 
March 2002 24764.6 40543.3 32024 
April 2002 5252.15 42791.2 50000 
May 2002 10790.5 50208.5 50000 
June 2002 41745.7 81086.6 40000 

 

 

Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 report the itemized annual cost projections, facility production/inventory plans, and 

vessel routing schedules constructed by the two-phase approach.  Table 6.1 indicates that the vessel 

transportation cost is the major cost component in company’s annual operation budget (62.58% of the 

annual operation cost).  With the support of optimization tools, the company is able to fully rely on its own 

fleet for distributing the product in the planning horizon without the need for any chartered service.  Tables 
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6.2 and 6.3 present the resulting production/inventory plans and vessel routing schedules that together 

minimize the annual production, inventory and transportation cost. 

 
Table 6.3: Sampled Vessel Routing Schedules (Vessel #2 from the Ontario Plant) 

Month Vessel Schedule 
July 2001 5 direct shipment trips: Ontario ⇔  Michigan 
August 2001 Consolidated trip: Ontario ⇒DC#11⇒DC#13⇒Ontario 

September 2001 
3 direct shipment trips: Ontario ⇔  Michigan,  
1 direct shipment trip: Ontario ⇔  DC#5,  
1 direct shipment trip: Ontario ⇔  DC#7 

October 2001 4 direct shipment trips: Ontario ⇔  Michigan  
November 2001 4 direct shipment trips: Ontario ⇔  Michigan 

December 2001 4 direct shipment trips: Ontario ⇔  Michigan,  
1 direct shipment trip: Ontario ⇔  DC#5 

January 2002 4 direct shipment trips: Ontario ⇔  Michigan  
1 direct shipment trip: Ontario ⇔  DC#5 

February 2002 Maintenance 

March 2002 3 direct shipment trips: Ontario ⇔  Michigan,  
1 direct shipment trip: Ontario ⇔  DC#5 

April 2002 3 direct shipment trips: Ontario ⇔  Michigan,  
1 direct shipment trip: Ontario ⇔  DC#7 

May 2002 5 direct shipment trips: Ontario ⇔  Michigan 

June 2002 Consolidated trip: Ontario ⇒DC#7⇒DC#12⇒Ontario,  
1 direct shipment trip: Ontario ⇔  DC#5 

 

 

Figure 6.1 shows the strategic plant-DC relations recommended by the two-phase approach.  As we can see 

from the graph, nine DCs (including three DCs near the Lake Superior and Lake Huron areas) should be 

strategically supplied by the Michigan plant, and five DCs (which are near and to the east of Lake Erie and 

Ontario areas) should be served by the Ontario plant.  One particular DC (DC #13) should be supplied 

jointly by both plants.  In addition to the operation plans, the solution by the two-phase approach also offers 

the top management of the company valuable information on building direct and long term relationships 

between plants and customers at the DCs and improving the forecasting accuracy because of the known 

target customers. 

 

The solution by the two-phase approach to this application was obtained in twenty minutes CPU time of a 

laptop with 512 MB RAM and 900MHz CPU.  For most other applications of the two-phase approach (i.e., 
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either as a decision support tool for operations planning or as a tool for answering what-if questions) at the 

company, feasible solutions started to stabilize (i.e., the gap between solutions from consecutive iterations 

remains within 0.1-0.5 %) within one hour. 
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Figure 6.1: Strategic relations between production facilities and DCs 

 

Not only can the approach help the company to reduce the costs in a very significant way, it also provides a 

tool to evaluate expansion and investment plans.  For example sensitivity analysis was performed on 

binding constraints (bottleneck resources) identified during optimization process.  The results of this 

sensitivity analysis show how the operation cost of the company can be further reduced if the respective 

operation capacities are extended.  The results also show a significant potential cost saving achievable by 

moving some production from one production facility to another. 

 

This type of sensitivity analysis can also be used to find potential approaches to future facility expansions 

(such as replacing existing barges by ships, having larger capacity for loading/unloading operations, etc) or 

future terminal configurations (such as adding or closing certain terminals or using some of the existing 

terminals as transshipment point). 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and Future Studies 

 

We have proposed and evaluated the effectiveness of a two-phase solution methodology for solving the 

integrated production, inventory and distribution pro blem where the transporter routing must be optimized 

together with the production lot sizes and the inventory policies.  The phase I model, a PIDRP with direct 

shipment, is solved as a mixed-integer programming problem subject to all the constraints in the original 

model except that the transporter routings are restricted to direct shipment.  The optimal solution to Phase I 

is always feasible to the original problem and determines the production quantity for each DC, the ending 

inventory for both plants and DCs, and the quantity and trips by each transporter from each plant to each 

DC in each time period.  The comparison of our Phase I solutions with those by the classical decoupled 

approach when applied to a simpler version of PIDRP showed that our Phase I solutions are consistently 

and significantly closer to the solutions to original PIDRP.  

 

To handle the potential inefficiency of the direct shipment, Phase II applies a heuristic procedure (the LC 

algorithm) to solve an associated consolidation problem.  The associated delivery consolidation problem is 
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formulated as a capacitated transportation problem with additional constraints.  In this capacitated 

transportation problem, transporters in the heterogeneous fleet are allowed to make multiple trips per 

period.  Our study on this problem enriches the existing literature of VRP, and the proposed LC algorithm 

provides an alternative to solve complicated real life distribution problems with heterogeneous fleet that 

allows multiple trips per transporters.   

 

Computational performance of this proposed two-phase methodology is promising. We are able to solve 

PIDRPs of reasonable size within reasonable time frame.  The methodology was also applied to a real life 

supply network, and resulted in considerable amount of saving in operational cost for the company. 

 

There are several potential extensions from this work.  First, from a practical point of view, models that 

allow the DC demands to be random variables and some DCs to be used as transshipments point could be 

of a great value to the real world needs.  A transshipment network is a realistic representation of many real-

world problems that have a general network structure with many supply/demand points and interconnecting 

links.  While becoming more complicated, it has immense applications in industries.   

 

Second, from an academic research point of view, new algorithms that can effectively solve the integrated 

production, inventory and distribution routing problem subject to direct shipment for Phase I, other than 

using the CPLEX MIP solver to solve P1 directly, will be of interest.  For a noticeable number of test cases 

we experienced, the time required for CPLEX to verify the optimal solution to P1 was excessive (see test 

problems 14, 31 and 32 in Table 5.6).  One possible approach in this regard is to use the Lagrangean 

Relaxation.  By applying Lagrangean multipliers, we may separate production from distribution decisions 

so that we can obtain smaller subproblems, which are easily solvable.  We may further simplify the solution 

of the distribution subproblem by separating integer trip variables from continuous variables. 

 

Third, there have been a vast amount of research results available for capacitated vehicle routing.  A 

comparative study of the LC algorithm used in Phase II of this study with existing heuristics in the 

literature results has a potential to further improve the solution quality of the approaches to the integrated 
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production, inventory and distribution routing problems.  In the literature some available results for 

capacitated vehicle routing problems with side constraints are obtained by local search meta-heuristics 

(Taillard 1996 [46]).  The LC algorithm may be a good compromise between simple heuristics and better 

but more time consuming local search based approaches.  In addition, since our heuristic is fast, it can be 

incorporated within a local search heuristic such as tabu search, simulated annealing and genetic 

algorithms.  For future research it may be useful to investigate this possibility in hope of improving both 

solution quality and time.  

 

Finally, we assumed in this study that each plant owns a fixed fleet of heterogeneous transporters, and the 

transporters owned by one plant do not travel to other plants.  If we relax this assumption, then it is likely 

for us to futher reduce the cost of integrated production, inventory and distribution operations. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A: An alternative mathematical model for P 

Model parameters 

I  Set of plants 

J  Set of customer DCs 

K  I union J  

T  Set of time periods in the planning horizon 

)(iV  Set of transporters owned by plant i 

)(vN  Maximum number of trips by transporter v during each period, where each trip is defined as a 

sequence of DCs visited by the transporter between its consecutive returns to the home/base plant 

)(tai  Production cost at plant i during time t 

)(thi  Inventory holding cost at plant i during time t 

)(tjη  Inventory holding cost at DCj during time t 

vc  Variable shipping cost for transporter v (per hour) 

c
jic ,  Variable shipping cost per unit load for chartered transportation services from location i to 

location j 

vC  Maximum loading capacity for transporter v 
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)(tTv  Available time for transporter v to perform transportation operations during period t 

v
kjt ,  Traveling time from location j to location k by transporter v (include loading time if location j is a 

plant, unloading time if location k is a customer site) 

)(tDj  Demand of DC j in time period t that must be satisfied by either the inventory at DC j, or by the 

shipment arriving during period t, or by both 

max
ip  Maximum production capacity of plant i 

minmax , ii ss Maximum ending inventory and safety stock (i.e., the minimum inventory) requirement, 

respectively, at plant i 

minmax , ii zz Maximum ending inventory and safety stock (i.e., the minimum inventory) requirement, 

respectively, at DC i 

 

Variables 

)(tpi  Production quantity by plant i during time t 

)(tsi  Ending inventory at plant i during time t 

)(tz j  Ending inventory at DC j during time t 

)(,
, tx nv
kj  Equal to 1, if transporter v visits DC k directly from DC j during its nth trip in time period t, 

TtJikjvNniVvi ∈∪∈≠∈∈Ι∈∀ ,}{),(),(, , I kI if j ∉∈ ,   

)(,
, tq nv
kj  Quantity delivered by transporter v, ),(iVv ∈ to DC k from plant i during its nth trip in period t 

)(, tQ ji  Quantity delivered from plant i to DC j by chartered transporters in period t 

  

P:   Min  
∑∑∑∑∑∑

∑∑∑∑∑∑∑ ∑
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Subject to  
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Plant inventory balance constraints 

TtitQtqtptsts
Jj

ji
Jj iVv vNn

nv
jiiii ∈Ι∈∀−+−= ∑∑∑ ∑

∈∈ ∈ ∈
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Customer inventory balance constraints 

TtJjtDQtqtztz j
Ii

ji
Kk iVv vNn

nv
jkjj ∈∈∀−++−= ∑∑∑ ∑
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Storage capacity and safety stock requirement constraints 

Ttistss iii ∈Ι∈∀≤≤ ,   )( maxmin        (a4) 

TtJjztzz jjj ∈∈∀≤≤ ,   )( maxmin        (a5) 

Production capacity constraints 

Ttiptp ii ∈Ι∈∀≤≤ ,   )(0 max        (a6) 

Trip integrity constraints 
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Jij
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Transporter capacity constraints 

T,tvN,niVΙ,vi   txCtq
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Sub-tour elimination constraints 
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Transportation duration constraints 

TtiVvIitTtxt v
vNn Jij Jik
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kj

v
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Non-negative and integer requirement 

TtvNniVJ,vikI, ji   binary  t,    xtq v,n
j,k

v,n
j,k ∈∈∈∪∈≠∈∀=≥ ),(),(}{ )(0)(   (a12a) 

TtJI, ji      tQ ji ∈∈∈∀≥ ,0)(,        (a12b) 
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Appendix B: AMPL code for P1 

# P1.mod 
# 
# Integrated production, inventory and distribution scheduling problem (PDSP) with direct shipment 
# (S. Liu, 1/12/2003) 
# 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Copyright (C) 2003, Shuguang Liu 
# 
# This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or 
# modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License 
# as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 
# of the License, or (at your option) any later version. 
# 
# This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the 
# GNU General Public License for more details. 
# 
# You can obtain a copy of the GNU General Public License 
# by writing to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,  
# 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA. 
# 
# The author can be contacted at: shuguang@andromdea.rutgers.edu  
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
set depot; 
 
param num_period; 
param num_terminal; 
param num_vehicle; 
 
set terminal := 2..num_terminal; 
set vehicle := 1..num_vehicle; 
set period := 1..num_period; 
 
param num_trip {vehicle} >=0; 
 
set location := {depot union terminal};  #include both depots and terminals 
 
#Parameters 
param D 'Demand' {terminal, period} >=0; 
 
param Z_start 'starting_inventory_terminal' {location}>=0; 
 
param T {period} >=0; 
#Time units avaiable for production in period t 
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param Z_max 'Terminal capacity' {location} >=0; 
 
param Z_min 'Terminal safety stock' {location} >=0; 
 
param Pd_c 'Production cost' >=0; 
#unit production cost 
 
param H_c 'Holding cost' >=0; 
#unit holding cost at location 
 
param S_c 'Shipping cost' {vehicle} >=0;  
# Unit shipping cost of vehicle v ($/hour) 
 
param V_c 'vehicle capacity' {vehicle} >=0; 
#capacity of vehicle  
 
param a 'x coordinate' {location}; 
param b 'y coordinate' {location}; 
 
param Dist 'Distance' {i in depot, j in terminal} := 
 floor (sqrt( (a[i]-a[j])^2 + (b[i]-b[j])^2 ) + 0.5); 
#distance between location i and location j 
 
param T_v {vehicle, period} >=0; 
#number of days(/hours) available for vehicle v in period t 
 
param Pd_max 'Production capacity'; 
#maximum production 
 
 
#variables 
 
var q{i in terminal, v in vehicle, t in period} >=0; 
#amount of product shipped to terminal j by v 
 
var x{i in terminal, v in vehicle, t in period} integer>=0; 
#num of trips vehicle v visits terminal i 
 
var p_q 'production_quantity'{period} >=0; 
#production of plant i in period t(42%/39% or 38%) 
 
var z {location, period} >=0; 
#inventory at terminal 
 
var slack {vehicle, period} >=0; 
#slack time for vehicle at period 
 
var T_C >=0; 
var P_C >=0; 
var I_C1 >=0; 
var I_C2 >=0; 
 
#Objective function 
 
minimize total_cost: 
  T_C+P_C+I_C1+I_C2; 
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#Constraints 
 
subject to transportation_cost: 
T_C=sum {i in terminal, v in vehicle, t in period} S_c[v]*2*Dist[1,i]*x[i,v,t] ; 
 
subject to production_cost: 
P_C=sum {t in period} Pd_c*p_q[t] ; 
 
subject to ivnentory_cost1: 
I_C1=sum {t in period} H_c*p_q[t]/2; 
  
subject to inventory_cost2: 
I_C2=sum {t in period} sum {i in location} H_c*z[i,t]; 
 
########################## 
subject to inventory_plant_initial: 
z[1,1]=Z_start[1]+p_q[1]-sum {i in terminal, v in vehicle} q[i,v,1]; 
 
subject to inventory_plant {t in 2..num_period}: 
z[1,t]=z[1,t-1]+p_q[t]-sum {i in terminal, v in vehicle} q[i,v,t]; 
 
subject to inventory_terminal_initial {j in terminal}: 
z[j,1]+D[j,1]=Z_start[j]+sum {v in vehicle} q[j,v,1]; 
 
subject to inventory_terminal {j in terminal, t in 2..num_period}: 
z[j,t]+D[j,t]=z[j,t-1]+sum {v in vehicle} q[j,v,t]; 
 
#########################  
subject to inventory_capacity_terminal {j in location, t in period}: 
z[j,t]<=Z_max[j]; 
 
######################### 
subject to safety_stock_terminal {j in location,t in period}: 
z[j,t]>=Z_min[j]; 
 
####################### 
subject to Production_capacity_plant {t in period}: 
p_q[t]<=Pd_max; 
 
####################### 
subject to vehicle_capacity {i in terminal, v in vehicle, t in period}: 
q[i,v,t] <= V_c[v] * x[i,v,t]; 
 
############## 
subject to Traveling_time_constraint {v in vehicle, t in period}: 
sum{i in terminal} (2 * Dist[1,i] * x[i,v,t]) + slack[v,t] = T_v[v,t]; 
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Appendix C: AMPL code for Pd 

# Decoupled.mod 
# 
# First phase of the classical decoupled approach for PDSP (S. Liu, 1/12/2003) 
# 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Copyright (C) 2003, Shuguang Liu 
# 
# This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or 
# modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License 
# as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 
# of the License, or (at your option) any later version. 
# 
# This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the 
# GNU General Public License for more details. 
# 
# You can obtain a copy of the GNU General Public License 
# by writing to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,  
# 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA. 
# 
# The author can be contacted at: shuguang@andromdea.rutgers.edu  
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
set depot; 
 
param num_period; 
param num_terminal; 
param num_vehicle; 
 
set terminal := 2..num_terminal; 
set vehicle := 1..num_vehicle; 
set period := 1..num_period; 
 
param num_trip {vehicle} >=0; 
 
set location := {depot union terminal};  #include both depots and terminals 
 
#Parameters 
param D 'Demand' {terminal, period} >=0; 
 
param Z_start 'starting_inventory_terminal' {location}>=0; 
 
param T {period} >=0; 
#Time units avaiable for production in period t 
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param Z_max 'Terminal capacity' {location} >=0; 
 
param Z_min 'Terminal safety stock' {location} >=0; 
 
param Pd_c 'Production cost' >=0; 
#unit production cost 
 
param H_c 'Holding cost' >=0; 
#unit holding cost at location 
 
param S_c 'Shipping cost' {vehicle} >=0;  
# Unit shipping cost of vehicle v ($/hour) 
 
param V_c 'vehicle capacity' {vehicle} >=0; 
#capacity of vehicle  
 
param a 'x coordinate' {location}; 
param b 'y coordinate' {location}; 
 
param Dist 'Distance' {i in depot, j in terminal} := floor (sqrt( (a[i]-a[j])^2 + (b[i]-b[j])^2 ) + 0.5); 
#distance between location i and location j 
 
param T_v {vehicle, period} >=0; 
#number of days(/hours) available for vehicle v in period t 
 
param Pd_max 'Production capacity'; 
#maximum production 
 
 
#variables 
 
var q{i in terminal, v in vehicle, t in period} >=0; 
#amount of product shipped to terminal j by v 
 
var x{i in terminal, v in vehicle, t in period} integer>=0; 
#num of trips vehicle v visits terminal i 
 
var p_q 'production_quantity'{period} >=0; 
#production of plant i in period t(42%/39% or 38%) 
 
var z {location, period} >=0; 
#inventory at terminal 
 
var slack {vehicle, period} >=0; 
#slack time for vehicle at period 
 
var T_C >=0; 
var P_C >=0; 
var I_C1 >=0; 
var I_C2 >=0; 
 
#Objective function 
 
minimize total_cost: 
  T_C+P_C+I_C1+I_C2; 
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#Constraints 
 
subject to production_cost: 
P_C=sum {t in period} Pd_c*p_q[t]; 
 
subject to ivnentory_cost1: 
I_C1=sum {t in period} H_c*p_q[t]/2; 
 
subject to inventory_cost2: 
I_C2=sum {t in period} sum {i in location} H_c*z[i,t]; 
 
########################## 
subject to inventory_plant_initial: 
z[1,1]=Z_start[1]+p_q[1]-sum {i in terminal} D[i,1]; 
 
subject to inventory_plant {t in 2..num_period}: 
z[1,t]=z[1,t-1]+p_q[t]-sum {i in terminal} D[i,t]; 
 
#########################  
subject to inventory_capacity_terminal {j in depot, t in period}: 
z[j,t]<=Z_max[j]; 
 
######################### 
subject to safety_stock_terminal {j in depot,t in period}: 
z[j,t]>=Z_min[j]; 
 
####################### 
subject to Production_capacity_plant {t in period}: 
p_q[t]<=Pd_max; 
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Appendix D: A mathematical model for P2 

The problem P2 is naturally associated with the complete undirected graph consisting of nodes }0{∪H  

and edges E.  Let vk  be the number of trips traveled by transporter v .  For each of the V transporters, there 

is such a graph.  In each graph, a solution is the union of k cycles whose only intersection is the depot node.  

Each cycle corresponds to one of the routes serviced by one of the V vehicles.  By associating a binary 

variable with each edge in each of these V graphs, we obtain the following integer programming 

formulation. 

 

Let v
jix ,  equals 1, if vehicle v  visits terminal j  immediately after visiting terminal i ; equals 0 otherwise. 
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VvEjexv
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For ease of computation, we define  vsj j Cdsvr ∑ ∈
= ),( , an obvious lower bound on the number of trips 

needed to service the customers in set S.  Constraints (1) and (2) are the degree constraints.  Constraint 2 

can be dropped if there is no exact number of trips for each vehicle to travel.  Constraints (3) can be viewed 

as a generalization of the subtour elimination constraints from the TSP and serve to enforce the 

connectivity of the solution, as well as to ensure that no route has total demand exceeding the capacity vC . 
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Appendix E: AMPL code for P2 

# P2.mod 
# 
# Multiple trip heterogeneous fleet CVRP (MTHCVRP) (S. Liu, 2/12/2003) 
## -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Copyright (C) 2003, Shuguang Liu 
# 
# This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or 
# modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License 
# as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 
# of the License, or (at your option) any later version. 
# 
# This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the 
# GNU General Public License for more details. 
# 
# You can obtain a copy of the GNU General Public License 
# by writing to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,  
# 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA. 
# 
# The author can be contacted at: shuguang@andromdea.rutgers.edu  
# ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
set depot := {1} ; 
 
param num_terminal; 
param num_vehicle; 
 
set terminal := 2..num_terminal; 
set vehicle := 1..num_vehicle; 
param num_trip {vehicle} >=0; 
 
set location := {depot union terminal};  #include both depots and terminals 
set edges := {i in location, j in location: i <> j}; 
 
 
#Parameters 
param D 'Demand' {location} >=0; 
#residual load for product at terminal j 
 
param S_c 'Shipping cost' {vehicle} >=0;  
# Unit shipping cost of vehicle v 
 
param V_c 'vehicle capacity' {vehicle} >=0; 
#capacity of vehicle v 
 
param p 'x coordinate' {location}; 
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param q 'y coordinate' {location}; 
 
param Dist 'Distance' {i in location, j in location : (i,j) in edges} := 
 floor (sqrt( (p[i]-p[j])^2 + (q[i]-q[j])^2 ) + 0.5); 
#distance between location i and location j 
 
param T_v {vehicle} >=0; 
#avaliable traveling time 
 
 
#variables 
 
var x{(i,j) in edges, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]} binary >=0; 
#Equals 1, if during num_trip n vehicle v visits terminal j immediately after visiting terminal i; equals 0 
otherwise. 
 
var y{i in terminal}; 
#Arbitrary variable for sub-tour elimination 
 
var T_C >=0; 
#Transportation cost 
 
 
#Objective function 
### Shipping cost 
 
minimize total_cost:  T_C; 
 
#Constraints 
 
subject to cost: 
T_C=sum{(i,j) in edges, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]} (S_c[v]*Dist[i,j]*x[i,j,v,n]) ; 
 
subject to Terminal_Degree_ALL {i in terminal}: 
sum {(j,i) in edges, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]}x[j,i,v,n] = 1;  
 
subject to Depot_Degree {i in depot, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]}: 
sum {(i,j) in edges} x[i,j,v,n] <= 1; 
 
subject to vehicle_capacity {v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]}: 
sum {(i,j)in edges} (D[j]*x[i,j,v,n]) <= sum {i in depot, j in terminal} (V_c[v] * x[i,j,v,n]); 
 
subject to Traveling_time_constraint {v in vehicle}: 
sum{(i,j) in edges} (Dist[i,j]*(sum{n in 1..num_trip[v]} x[i,j,v,n])) <= T_v[v]; 
 
subject to subtour_elimination {i in terminal, j in terminal: (i,j) in edges}: 
y[i]-y[j]+card(terminal)*sum{v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]} x[i,j,v,n] <= card(terminal)-1; 
 
subject to upper_bound {i in terminal, j in terminal, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]: (i,j) in edges}: 
x[i,j,v,n]<=1; 
 
subject to customer_visit {k in terminal, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]}: 
sum {(i,k) in edges} x[i,k,v,n]-sum {(k,j) in edges} x[k,j,v,n] = 0 ;  
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Appendix F: AMPL code for P 

# P.mod 
# 
# Integrated production, inventory and distribution scheduling problem (PDSP) (S. Liu, 2/25/2003) 
# 
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Copyright (C) 2003, Shuguang Liu 
# 
# This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or 
# modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License 
# as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 
# of the License, or (at your option) any later version. 
# 
# This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the 
# GNU General Public License for more details. 
# 
# You can obtain a copy of the GNU General Public License 
# by writing to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,  
# 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA. 
# 
# The author can be contacted at: shuguang@andromdea.rutgers.edu  
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
## Single plant 
 
set depot := {1} ; 
 
param num_period; 
param num_terminal; 
param num_vehicle; 
 
set terminal := 2..num_terminal; 
set vehicle := 1..num_vehicle; 
set period := 1..num_period; 
 
param num_trip {vehicle} >=0; 
 
set location := {depot union terminal};  #include both depots and terminals 
set edges := {i in location, j in location: i <> j}; 
set CUTSET := {2,5}; 
 
#Parameters 
param D 'Demand' {terminal, period} >=0; 
 
param Z_start 'starting_inventory_terminal' {location}>=0; 
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param T {period} >=0; 
#Time units avaiable for production in period t 
 
param Z_max 'Terminal capacity' {location} >=0; 
 
param Z_min 'Terminal safety stock' {location} >=0; 
 
param Pd_c 'Production cost' >=0; 
#unit production cost 
 
param H_c 'Holding cost' >=0; 
#unit holding cost at location 
 
param S_c 'Shipping cost' {vehicle} >=0;  
# Unit shipping cost of vehicle v ($/hour) 
 
param V_c 'vehicle capacity' {vehicle} >=0; 
#capacity of vehicle  
 
param a 'x coordinate' {location}; 
param b 'y coordinate' {location}; 
 
param Dist 'Distance' {i in location, j in location : (i,j) in edges} := 
 floor (sqrt( (a[i]-a[j])^2 + (b[i]-b[j])^2 ) + 0.5); 
#distance between location i and location j 
 
param T_v {vehicle, period} >=0; 
#number of days(/hours) available for vehicle v in period t 
 
param Pd_max 'Production capacity'; 
#maximum production 
 
 
#variables 
 
var q{(i,j) in edges, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v], t in period} >=0; 
#amount of product shipped to terminal j by v during trip n 
 
var x{(i,j) in edges, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v], t in period} binary >=0; 
#Equals 1, if during num_trip n vehicle v visits terminal j immediately after visiting terminal i; equals 0 
otherwise. 
 
var y{i in terminal}; 
#Arbitrary variable for sub-tour elimination 
 
var p_q 'production_quantity'{period} >=0; 
#production of plant i in period t(42%/39% or 38%) 
 
var z {location, period} >=0; 
#inventory at terminal 
 
var slack {vehicle, period} >=0; 
#slack time for vehicle at period 
 
var T_C >=0; 
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var P_C >=0; 
var I_C1 >=0; 
var I_C2 >=0; 
 
#Objective function 
 
minimize total_cost: 
  T_C+P_C+I_C1+I_C2; 
 
#Constraints 
 
subject to transportation_cost: 
T_C=sum {(i,j) in edges, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v], t in period}  
     S_c[v]*Dist[i,j]*x[i,j,v,n,t] ; 
 
subject to production_cost: 
P_C=sum {t in period} Pd_c*p_q[t]  ; 
 
subject to ivnentory_cost1: 
I_C1=sum {t in period} H_c*p_q[t]/2; 
 
subject to inventory_cost2: 
I_C2=sum {t in period}  
  sum {i in location} H_c*z[i,t]; 
 
########################## 
subject to inventory_plant_initial: 
z[1,1]=Z_start[1]+p_q[1]-sum {(i,j) in edges, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]} q[i,j,v,n,1]; 
 
subject to inventory_plant {t in 2..num_period}: 
z[1,t]=z[1,t-1]+p_q[t]-sum {(i,j) in edges, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]} q[i,j,v,n,t]; 
 
subject to inventory_terminal_initial {j in terminal}: 
z[j,1]+D[j,1]=Z_start[j]+sum {(i,j) in edges, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]} q[i,j,v,n,1]; 
 
subject to inventory_terminal {j in terminal, t in 2..num_period}: 
z[j,t]+D[j,t]=z[j,t-1]+sum {(i,j) in edges, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]} q[i,j,v,n,t]; 
 
######################### Does Not Relax terminal storage capacity requirement 
subject to inventory_capacity_terminal {j in location, t in period}: 
z[j,t]<=Z_max[j]; 
 
######################### 
subject to safety_stock_terminal {j in location,t in period}: 
z[j,t]>=Z_min[j]; 
 
####################### 
subject to Production_capacity_plant {t in period}: 
p_q[t]<=Pd_max; 
 
####################### 
subject to Depot_Degree {v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v], t in period}: 
sum {j in terminal} x[1,j,v,n,t] <= 1; 
 
subject to customer_visit {k in terminal, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v], t in period}: 
sum {(i,k) in edges} x[i,k,v,n,t]-sum {(k,j) in edges} x[k,j,v,n,t] = 0 ; 
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subject to vehicle_capacity {v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v], t in period}: 
sum {(i,j) in edges} q[i,j,v,n,t] <= V_c[v] * sum {j in terminal} x[1,j,v,n,t]; 
 
subject to vehicle_capacity2 {(i,j) in edges, v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v], t in period}: 
q[i,j,v,n,t] <= V_c[v] * x[i,j,v,n,t]; 
 
#subject to subtour_elimination {t in period, i in terminal, j in terminal: (i,j) in edges}: 
#y[i]-y[j]+card(terminal)*sum{v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v]} x[i,j,v,n,t] <= #card(terminal)-1; 
 
#subject to Subtour_Elimination {v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v], t in period}: 
#sum {(i,j) in edges : (i in CUTSET) and (j not in CUTSET)} x[i,j,v,n,t] +  
#sum {(i,j) in edges : (i not in CUTSET) and (j in CUTSET)} x[i,j,v,n,t] >=  
#2 * sum {j in terminal} x[1,j,v,n,t]; 
 
subject to Subtour_Elimination {v in vehicle, n in 1..num_trip[v], t in period}: 
sum {(i,j) in edges : (i in CUTSET) and (j in CUTSET)} x[i,j,v,n,t] 
<= card(CUTSET) - 1; 
#sum {j in terminal} x[1,j,v,n,t]; 
 
############## 
subject to Traveling_time_constraint {v in vehicle, t in period}: 
sum{(i,j) in edges} (Dist[i,j]*(sum{n in 1..num_trip[v]} x[i,j,v,n,t])) + slack[v,t] = T_v[v,t]; 
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Appendix G: INTERFACES Practice Abstract  

Optimizing Production, Inventory, and Distribution for General Chemical Group 

Interfaces 32 (4) 67-68, 2002 

DeLyle Bloomquist, Chief Operating Officer 

David Graziosi, Chief Financial Officer 

General Chemical Group 

90 East Halsey Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054 

Lei Lei 

MS/IS Department, Graduate School of Management, Rutgers University 

180 University Avenue, Newark, NJ 07102 

Andrzej Ruszczynsk 

MS/IS Department, Graduate School of Management, Rutgers University 

Levin Building, Livingston Campus, Piscataway, NJ 08854 

Shuguang Liu 

Hua Zhong 

MS/IS Department 

Graduate School of Management, Rutgers University 

 

A group of Rutgers faculty and students collaborated with senior executives to implement a supply chain 

optimization model within General Chemical Group, a leading global manufacturer of soda ash and 

calcium chloride.  We 1) developed new supply chain strategies to coordinate the planning of supply, 

production, inventory, and distribution to satisfy customer demand for calcium chloride after the 

company’s acquisition of a production facility in Michigan; and 2) identified strategic partnerships between 

production facilities and calcium chloride distribution centers (called terminals), which handle customer 
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demand directly, based on the optimal assignment of terminals to production facilities.  In doing so, we 

helped the company to find supply chain strategies. 
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